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"RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM TO HIGH ALTITUDES". 
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~ · 
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()_ 
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IV Pulse Rate:- arterial, capillary and )fenous Pressures. 
V Influence of oxygen on Rate of Pulse and Blood Flow. 
VI Effects of physical exertion on Pulse Rate. 
VII Changes in content of Haemoglobin and Red Corpuscles in 
the blood of man at high altitudes. 
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VIII Physiologic ~bservations on numerous subjects trans-
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EXPLANATION OF THE SUBJECT AND METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT 
A very considerable amount of experimentation has been 
carried on in regard to the existence of organic life at high 
altitudes. 
Due to recent advances in aviation, the response of the 
human body to the conditions contended with at great heights, 
becomes of prime importance. The behavior of the respiratory 
mechanism and the blood in the presence of a change in the 
barometric pressure are the most important factors in this 
discussion. Therefore, I have chosen as my subject the 
"Response of the Human Circulatory System to 
High Altitudesn. 
'PM cinv<rlves respirarto to- an exte:dded. degre-e. Much 
investigation has been done along this line both in Europe 
and America. I have endeavored to make a complete study of the 
literature appearing through American and European books and 
Journals of the latter part of the nineteenth century, when 
the first intelligent experiments were accomplished; and what-
ever has been of value up to the present time. Moreover, my 
allotted work while in the U. S. War Service was acting as 
assistant to Major Edward .C. Schneider at the Niedical Research 
Laboratory at Mineola, Long Island, New York. J.ll!ajor Schneider 
was 'ante bellum', Head of the Department of Biology at 
Colorado College and he, together with Professor Henderson of 
Yale who was in charge of the physiological work in regard to 
aviation at Mineola, is the foremost investigator of this 
subject in America. In the performance of my duties as his 
. 
assistant at the Research Laboratory, I obtained much first 
hand information and was priveleged, not only to read several 
unpublished manuscripts at the laboratory but 
part in the experiments. 
ac.tua lly take 
I have thought i prudent to divide my thesis into two 
2 
sections. Section One is an attempt to state and explain the 
anatomy and functions of JaJ human respiration and circulation. 
It is essential that such a basic treatment precede section two 
in order that the . responses referred to.)~ which are met with 
under experimental and actual conditions)become intelligible. 
I also included in Section One, the more common methods 
of experimentation at high altitudes and an elucidation of 
physiological phenomena which invariably appear with changes 
from the normal atmospheric composition and variations in 
barometric pressure. I have dealt with the fundamental material 
of Section One with considerable detail and diagrams have been 
inserted with explanations in full. 
· As I have said, Section Two involves chiefly the presen-
tation of direct experimentation in the highly specialized 
field of my subject. 
It has been my purpose to arrange in a logical and com-
prehensive manner, my discussions of various investigators and 
to include the results of my ovm observations while associated 
with Major Schneider, and to draw sane conclusions. 
Section Two involves a discussion of physiological 
observations following descents from high altitudes and a de-
tailed study of the various physiological responses of the human 
body at extreme heights. I have also included the results of 
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similar experimentation both. at high altitudes and at lower 
levels. Thereby~ I have shown certain characteristic differences, 
in regard to the response of the body at various barometric 
pressures. by direct comparison of experimental results. A 
special study of the circulation in man involved careful con-
sideration and experimentation in regard to the pulse rate, 
arterial, capillary, and venous pressures. I have given the 
results of such investigations in this paper. Besides this 
discussion, I included a few pages on which I presented the 
facts in regard to the rate of blood flow and the influence of 
oxygen on the pulse rate and blood flow. 
It was found that at high altitudes~ not only the rate 
of circulation was affected but actual changes in (pr:-G p-Grtion~ 
~nd the chemical composition of the blood occurred. Hence# I . 
have discus se~ · to a very considerable degree, the changes in 
the content of haemoglobin and red corpuscles in the blood of 
man at high altitudes. 
Up to this point, my paper has dealt with physiologj_ cal 
changes which inevitably occur while a person maintains a 
relatively inactive existence. Therefore_,., it seemed important 
that I should state the effects of physical work on the body 
at high altitudes and compare them with the response of the 
body to similar exertion at lower levels. In consideration of 
thi~ I have devoted the last part of Section t wo to the effects 
of physical exertion on the pulse rate, arterial and venous 
pressures. Careful study has been given to this last section 
in which I noted the pulse rate during rest and the influence 
of posture on the frequency of the pulse previous to experimentation. 
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In respect t o the influenc e of physical exert i on upon 
the pulse rate, I treated both the after ef fect s of mus cular 
work on the pulse r at e and the changes in the pulse r ate during 
the period of work . 
I a l s o trea ted arterial pres sure changes i n t v a parts; 
t he one involving the changes in a rteria l pres sure a f te r exe rc ise, 
the othe r i ncluding the changes accompanyi ng exertion . 
venous pres sur es a r e dis cussed i n re gard to the changes 
wh ile exercise was in progr e s s and the after effects on the 
venous blood pressure were also presentect . 
I hav e closed my thesj.s with a summar y which includes 
the gene r a l deductions to be obtained from the result s of the 
expe riment ation here in stated and expl ained . 
Ia 
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.. < ~RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM TO HIGH ALTITUDES • 
As a foreword to a physiological treatise of this nature, 
it may be well to state what I understand to be the scope of 
Physiology and to present, briefly, the general structure, the 
response to various stimuli, and the function of the Circulatory 
and Respiratory systems of the human body. This will furnish 
and explain the groundwork which is the basis from which I have 
drawn the material for a highly specialized physiological field,-
namely; the effect of the atmospheric conditions at various 
altitudes on the human circulatory system, both directly and 
indirectly. 
Very small living organisms which are structurally simple, 
as for example,- Amoeba proteus, require no blood. Every part 
catches its own food, and gives off its own waste products to 
the air or water which happens to be its habitat. However, in 
larger organisms where many parts are far from the surface of 
the body, this is impossible. In our own bodies, many organs 
are situated a considerable distance from the stomach and in-
testiNes which receive, digest and absorb our food: and from the 
lungs which receive the oxygen from the air. Yet every part, 
bone and muscle, brain and nerve, skin and gland, needs a con-
stant supply of these materials to keep it alive and functioning 
normally. The purpose of the blood which goes to every organ 
is to accomplish this distribution. Flowing from part to part, 
the blood takes nourishment from the alimentary tract and ox-Jgen 
12 
from the lungs, and gives them out to the different structures 
of t he body according to their requi rements. 
Fresh blood is a red opaque liquid which microscopic ex -
aminations show to consist of a fluid, the colorle s s a nd latery-
looking plasma, ·which has floating in it, countless multi tudes 
of crowded and extrecely minute red and colorless blood corpus cles. 
The red corpus cle s are very numerous (approximately 5,000,000 per 
cu. mm . ) and give the blood· its co1or. Human red corpuscles appear 
micros copically a s circular biconcave, non-nucleate d , pa le red 
disks . Red blood corpuscles are constant l y developed 
i n the marrow of bones, and thrown into the blood stream to 
carry oxygen and v.rhen no longe r able to do ·this v1ork well, a re 
destroyed in the liver . Their chief constituent, besides wa ter, 
is haemoglo bin which is a protein substance cont~ining iron and 
has the povrer of cor.1bining wi t h oxygen when in a place vthere oxygen 
in plentiful and of giving it up when situated where oxygen is 
present in small ar.:1ounts or not a t a ll. This fact enables the 
blood to c.a rry OX;)rgen from t he lungs to active tissues which have 
utilized their entire suppl y . Haemoglobin is dark, purpli sh- red 
in color, but combined with oxygen i t is a bright scarlet. Hence, 
blood flowing to the lunGS after giving up its oxygen is da rk 
red and becomes a bri ght scarlet a fter havinr; received a fresh 
supply of oxygen from them. co l orless blood corpus cles are a 
little larger than the red but there . a re only about one hundred 
of them to three hundred red corpuscles. They a re nucleated 
and have amoeboid movements r~aking them rea lly, independently 
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moving cells which live in the fluid of the blood. ~!hi te blo od 
corpuscles apparently have the po:wer of taking up foreign par-
ticles such as broken-down cells, bits of pi gment which ha ve 
been i nj ected to test their voracity an d a lso bacteria. They 
a re able to pa ss through the walls of capillaries and to wander 
about through the body ,tis sues. Therefore, many disease pro-
ducing bacteria enterin~ through the lungs or mout h are success-
f ully destroyed by t~e ~ti t e blood corpuscles,--a process ca lled 
Phagocytosis. 
The total amount of blood is about one thirteenth of 
the body wei ght t hus giving the average person about t welve 
pounds of blood. Blood exp ose d to a vacuum gives off gases,--
about t hirty li-t res of gas t o f i f t y li tres of blood. These 
ga ses are chiefly oxygen and ca rbon dioxide. In the lungs, 
the co2 diffuses out from the pla sma of the blood, in vrhich it 
is dissolved, into the air contai ned in t he air sacs. From 
thi s a ir, the oxygen di ffuses into the blood, to be taken up 
by t he haemoglobin of the red blood corpuscles. Hence the 
blood coming from the lungs is richer in oxygen and poorer in 
co
2
• In ti s s ues which a re rich i n co2 , this gas enters t h e 
blood, while oxygen g oes out t o be consumed by the tissues. 
Therefore, blood returning to the heart is richer in COn and 
(: , 
poorer in oxygen . 
Lymph is n ot quite as heavy a s 'blood alt hough heavier 
t han \Vater. it mi ght be describe C. a s blood minus red corpuscle s 
and c onsiderably dilute d . Lymph is derived from the blood, 
14 
and affords the immediate nourishment of the great majorit:l of 
the living cells of the body. m.he ez cess of it is finally 
returned to the blood, which then ind.irectly nourishes the cells 
by keeping up the stock of lymph. Lymph itself moves slowly 
but is constantly renovated by the blood. The blood is kept 
in r apid movement by the heart and the b lood contains a store 
of new food matter for lymph, and in turn, absorbs f rom it 
the gaseous waste products of the various cells. 
The chief organs of circulat ion are the heart and the 
blood vessels. There are two distinct systems of blood vessels 
connected with the heart; one, the pulmonary system, carries 
the blood to, through , and from the lungs; the other, the sys-
temic, conducts it through all the remaining organs. ~he arteries 
carr y the blood from the heart to all part s of the body; the 
veins, carry the blood back to the heart, and the capillaries 
form a network of minute tubes which connect the terminations 
of the smallest arte rie s with the commencement of the smallest 
veins. The lymphati cs are vessels vrhich c onvey back the lymph 
(i. e. the fluid which exudes through the thin walls of the 
blood capillaries) to the large veins near their entrance into 
the heart and to the large lymph spaces bounded by the serous 
membranes. 
The i nt erchang·e of blood through the walls of vessels 
takes place only in the .capillaries , although the smallest 
tubes of the vascular system, a re really very i mportant parts . 
15 
nhe hea r t , arteries, and veins are merely arrangements for 
keeping the lJlood flowing thro the capillaries. rt is while 
flowing through these and. permeating through their walls that 
the blood accomplishes its physiological work. 
The blood is conveyed away f r om the left ventricle to 
the aorta, through the arteries and is returnecl to the right 
auricle by the veins;--the arteries and veins being continuous 
with each other at their distal and p roxima l ends respectively 
by means of capillari es. 
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that the Pulmonary veins contain arterial blood and the 
Pulmonary arteries contain venous blood. The change from 
arterial to venous blood takes place in the systemi~ capillaries 
and from venous to arterial blood in the pulmonary capillaries. 
From the right auricle, the blood passes to the right 
ventricle, then by the Pulmonary artery, which divides into 
two, one for each lung, then through the Pulmonary capillaries, 
and then through the Pulmonary veins (two from each lung) to 
the left auricle. Here, it passes into the left Ventricle. 
'""lh e..f\e... ar e-
-which i--s thus m-ade u.-p of "two circuits>- the one, a short 
circuit extends from the right side of the heart to the lungs, 
and back to the left side of the heart..,- ·the other, a longer 
circuit extends from the left side of the heart to all parts 
of the body and back to the right side of the heart. The 
circulations through the lungs and through the system generally 
are known respectively as the Pulmonary ani Systemic, the 
lesser and greater circulations. You will note from the diagram 
that a portion of the blood stream having been diverted once 
into the capillaries of the intestinal canal and some other 
abdominal organs, and gathered up a8ain into a single stream, 
is a second time divided in its passage thro the liver. The 
subordinate stream through the liver is called the Portal 
Circulation. A somewhat accessory circulation is that which 
flows through the kidneys and is called the Renal Circulation. 
The blood is oxygenated in the lungs and the formation 
of·oxyhaemoglobin gives a bright red color to the blood. This 
oxygenated or arterial blood (contained in the Pulmonary veins, 
the left side of the heart and in the Systemic arteries) is, 
in part, reduced in the tissues, and · the de-oxygenated 
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haemoglobin in darker in tint than the oxyhaemo r_:; lobin. This 
venous blood passes through the systemic veins to the r ight 
sid.e of the heart ancl through the pulmonary artery to the lungs, 
where it once more receives a fresh supply of oxygen. However, 
the lungs like the rest of the body, are also supplied with 
art erial blood 111.rhich r eaches them by means of the bronchial 
arteries. 
r will~ include here just a word on the valves of 
the heart which will be referred to later, i n regard to Heart 
Murmurs and the co-relat ion of oxygen su.pply. 
The arrangement of the heart's valves is such that the 
blood cun pass on l y i n one di rection . The "tricuspid valve" 
is situated between the right a uric le ancl the right ventricle. 
The "bicuspid va lve" is located between the left auric le and 
the left ventricle. The ntricuspid valve" presents t hree prin-
ciple cusps or s ubdivisions, ancl the "Mitral or bicuspid val veT! 
has only two such portions. rn both valves, there is found, 
between each two of the principle subdivisions, a. smaller valve· 
' 
so perhaps more properly, the tricuspid va lves may be described 
as consisting of six portions ; and the mitral as consisting of 
four p ortions. 3ach division i s triangular in form . r t s ba s e 
is continuous with the ba ses of the neighboring i>ortions of the 
va lve so as t o form an annular me!Jbrane a roung the auricula-
ventricular OIJening, and is fixed to the tendinous ring which 
encircles the auriculo-ventricular orifice, although the bases 
of the cusps are fixed to the tendinous rings, their borders 
19 
c 
are fastened by slender tendinous fibres--the phordae tendinae- -
to the internal surface of t he walls of t he ventricles, t he 
muscular fibres of vrhich project into the vent ricul a r cavity 
c. 
i n t he forr:1 of buncHes or columns, - the _,eolumnae carneae . 
semi lunar va lves guar d t he or i fice s of the pulmona r y artery 
and the a orta . Opp osite ea ch cf the sen iluna r cusps, both in 
t he pulmonary a rtery a na t he aorta, there is an outwardly 
bulging of t he vessel,--the sinuses of Valsalva. 
rn concluding this basic review of t he structural and 
functional relationsliips of the circulatory system, I will 
expla in the n ormal heart soun ds and the t r causes i n order that 
I may r efer to this section, in pointing out t he differenc es 
of cardiac behavior unde r s peci a l a nd conditional stimulation. 
BY pl a cing the ear over the hea rt of a subject , or 
better, by the use of a stethoscope, two sounds may be heard 
at each beat of the heart, in quick success ion and succeeded 
.f. 
by a pause or period of silence. The first or ;Systolic phase 
is dull ancl :prolonge Ci. ; its commencement coincides with the 
impulse of the heart against t he chest wall and contin ues 
during the greater part of t he ventricular s ystole. It just 
prec ede s the pulse at the wr i s t . The second sound or Di a stoli c 
is shorter and sharper, of a flappi ng character, and. follows 
a t the end of the ventricular systole. It is audible just after 
the radial pulse is felt. The t wo sounds are represented 
somewhat by the syllab les,-lUbb-d~p. 
The systolic sound is probably due to vibrations of the 
tense valvular flaps and the ventri cle wall. ~he di astolic 
sound ts due to the closure of the semi-lunar valves, thereby 
causing a vibration conseque ntly pr oduced by the sudden stretch-
ing of the semi-lunar va l ves as they are pressed down across the 
orifice of the aorta and of the pul monary art ery. Two factors 
enter into a causation discussion of the first soun d: 
I. Vibration of the auriculo-ventricul ar valves 
and the chordae tendineae. 
II. Muscular sound. 
Thus a valvular and mus cular reas on is given. The contraction 
of the auricles is inaudible. The systolic sound is heard to the 
best advantage at t~e apex beat in the fifth intercostal space. 
The diastolic sound is best heard over the second right costal 
cartilage which is the point at which the aorta lies nearest to 
the surface. 
The pulmonary contribution to thi s sotmd is most audible 
over the second left costal cartilage. 
The pulmonary and aortic valves close simultane ous l y . 
I n some cases, the aortic sli ghtly precedes , givi ng ri se to a 
"reduplicated s e cond sound" . 
The radial pulse is consequent on the heart's systole. 
Hence the rate and nu~ber of heart beats per given period may 
be counted. ~he pulse also indicat es , -- in the case of a sof t 
pulse, that the arteries are not k ept properly filled with 
bloo d; and in case of a tense and hard pulse, t hat the arteries 
are k ept excessively fil led. 
The pulse rate varies in the same individual. For 
example, it is more rapid when standing tha n sitt i ng and less 
rapi d when l ying down. Exercise or excitement increases the 
heart rate temporarily . 
12 
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The blood nourished, as :Dar as food materials are 
~ . -
concerned, by substances which are either directly absor)ed 
by the blood vessels of the alimentary canal, or ·taken up 
by the lymphatics of the digestive tract and afterwards 
passed into the blood. In order that energy may be set free, 
oxidation must occur, which necessitates a constant supply of 
oxygen. Detrimental waste products are produced. The most 
abundant of these waste materials is carbon dioxide gas • 
. The two main objects of respiration are: 
1. Renewal of Oxygen supply in the blood. 
2. Removal of co2 produced in the various organs. 
The Respiratory System consists of the lungs, air 
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passages; vessels of the pulmonary circulation, including the 
pulmonary artery bringing the blood to the lungs; and the 
pulmonary capillaries which carry the blood through them; and 
the pulmonary veins which convey it from the lungs. The 
muscles, bones,and cartilages concerned in producing the breath-
ing movements are involved here; as well as the nerve centers 
and nerves which control the muscles of respiration. Hence, 
using the term- Respiratory System- in its widest sense, it 
includes practically all tissues of the body since they all 
are concerned in the using up of the oxygen and the production 
of waste materials. 
Essentially a lung (or gill, which functions as a 
lung in marine animals) is constructed of a thin membrane~ 
one surface of which is exposed to the air (or water);while 
on the other surface, is a network of blood vessels. The only 
separation between the blood and the aerating medium is a 
-the- ~·l..l.a.r i e.$ 
thin wall o fA blood and the delicate membrane, on one 
side of which, the vessels are distributed. The lungs ·in 
N'\0.. 1'\ 
Mammalia are only a meditun for the exchange, on the part of 
the blood, of carbonic acid gas for oxygen. They are not the 
seat, in any special manner, of those combustion processes by 
whi ch the production of carbonic acid gas is the final result. 
~h~~processes occur in all parts of the body in the sub-
stance of the tissues. 
Why the lungs fill with air is demonstrated by the 
consideration of a pair of bellows. 
14 
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A thin-walled rubber bae "B" is fitted loosely inside the 
bellows and connected with the outside by a nozzle ''C". 
It is possible to fill the bag, either by blowing air in 
through the mozzle or by opening the bellows. Deflation 
is possible in two ways:- Either close the bellows or 
release the handles and allow the weight of the bellows 
and the elasticity of the bag to force the air out. Thus, 
it is apparant, that as long as air cannot enter between the 
walls of the rubber bag and the bellows, the rubber bag will 
follow the . movements of the bellows and be emptied only 
when the bellows are closed. 
The chest walls may~e compared to the bellows and 
the lungs to the inner rubber bag. Therefore, it is shown 
why the lungs can never be entirely emptied during life, 
since the chest wall is not sufficiently flexible to close 
down upon them enough to obliterate the cavity. 
If, however, a wo und puncture occurs so that the 
external air pressure is no longer withheld from the lungs ~ 
surface by the chest wall, the lungs<~: elasticity causes 
it to collapse to a small t laccid mass. 
In the walls of the lungs, the capillary blood 
vessels form a very close network. Through their walls, the 
blood receives oxygen f rom the air and gives co2 in return. 
Therefore, it is evident that the air in the lungs needs 
renewal in order to keep oxygen present for this purpose. 
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This renewal is accomplished by a system of muscles, bones, 
and cartilages which cooperate in the production of the 
alternating expansion and contraction of the chest which we 
call bre athing. 
Air reaches the pharynx through the nose and mouth, 
passes into the larynx or voice-box and then onward through 
the trachea (windpipe) into the bronchi from which air goes 
through the bronchial tubes which terminate in infundibula 
which have sacculated aveol i. The trachea, bronchi and 
bronchial tubes are lined with a mucous membrane, outside 
of which is a supporting stratum composed of connective and 
plain muscular tissues. Their walls contain incomplete 
I 
rings of cartilages which keep them distended. 
Figure shov,ring Lungs and Air Passages~ - Frontal Aspect 
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Figure - Showing bronchioles, infundiblua, and alveoli enlarged • 
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The mucous 
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~'~ ~ ~ cu-. . . ~,._J ~ ~) 
membrane of the trachea and all its branches, 
except the smallest, has a layer of ciliated epithelial 
cells on its surface. 
~-
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Each of these cells has on its end turned towards the 
cavity of the tube, a tuft of cilia (20 to 30 slender 
threads) which are in constant motion. They las~ forcibly 
towards the throat and move gently back and then repeat 
their action.· 
As the cilia sway in the mucous, secreted by the 
membrane to which they are attached, they sweep any foriegn 
- . . 
matter on to the larynx which is very sensitive, hence it 
t he. ~ori"'jf'l Material. . . . . . 
becomes irritated, and ·it is coughed up. · . 
All portions of the lung are bound firmly together 
by elastic tissue. The terminal expansions _ (alveoli) are 
relatively very large and their surface is still further in-
creased considerably by the pouches which project from them. · 
Through the thin lining of the air sac and the thin wall of 
' 
the .8,apillaries embedded in it, the oxygen is absorped from 
the air in the air sac by the blood and C02 is given up to 
the air sac. It has been calculated that ~ if the walls 
of the air cells were spread out flat and placed end to end 
they would cover an area of twenty-six hundred square feet. 
This great surface by which oxygen is received and co2 given 
off, accounts for the rapidity with which the exchange takes 
place. 
The exterior of each lung excepting where the bronchus 
and blood vessels enter ~t, is covered by a thin elastic 
membranes (the pleura) which also lines the inside of the 
chest. Its surface is kept moist by a small quantity of lymph. 
On the average there are fifteen to eighteen inspirations 
and expirations a minute. We inhale and exhale about once 
for every four beats of the heart. During ordinary quiet 
18 
ol'le.. ha.11 ~.h"-
or 
respiration, we inspire and expire about 30 cu,in. (one pint) 
of air and this amount is known as the "Tidal Air." 
However, having expired this amount, one can expire 
by effort- about 100 cu. in. which is knovm. as the Supplementa~y 
Air. There remains still about 100 cu. in. in the Tungs which 
it is impossible to expel and this last is the Residnal Air. 
It is possible, after breathing quietly 30 cu. in. of air, to 
inspire an additional 120 cu. in. which is the complemental 
air. The total amount of air that can be expired after the 
deepest inspiration is the Vital capacity. This varies 
with individuals 
- \ 
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The above diagram represents the amounts of air contained 
by the lungs in various phases of ordinary and forced 
respiration. Haldane gives the capacity of the upper air 
t"wo fifths 
passages and brond.hial tubes as 200 C. c. Hence, one third 
of the Tidal air is required to fill this dead space. 
Inspiration requires a good deal of muscular effort. 
When the diaphragm contracts and flattens its dome, it has 
to push down ths abdominal viscera on its under side and 
press out the front wall of the abdomen to make room for 
them. The ribs, shoulders, and the breast bone, have also 
to be lifted and the elasticity of the lungs must be overcome. 
During expiration, no muscular effort is required. 
When the muscules which raised the ribs, sternum, etc, 
relax, the bones return to their position by their weight 
and the elasticity of the costal cartilages assist in re-
turning the structures to their original unstrained position. 
Corresponding restoration of parts takes place in the 
abdomen in a similar way and due to similar reasons. The 
air is forced from the lungs more by the elasticity and 
weight of the parts which were raised or stretched during 
inspiration than by any special expiration effort. (In coughing, 
the abdominal muscles act as special respiratory muscles). 
The entry and exit of air in the lungs is accompanied 
by sounds or murmurs which are audible over the trachea and 
larger bronchial tubes. These murmurs are modified by th e.... yre... se...~C. e_ 
\Ta.T')a.ti•"t -{<roM t\..e NOPMi.\.. pulmonary aff ectations. Therefore, the auscultation of the 
lungs in assisting a diagnosis f()'f"" the results of subjecting 
an individual to experimental conditions is of great value,-
29 
as will be demonstrated later on in this paper. 
The simplest method to secure graphic records of the 
hmnan respiratory movements is to fasten a bandage loosely 
a r ound the chest. A hollow, flexible, rubber ball is p laced 
between the chest wall and the bandage. mhis ball, by means 
of a rubber tube, communicates wit h a recording tambour. Such 
an appliance is very useful . Tracings so obtained. shOYJ tremors 
on the up (inspiration) strokes and on the down (expiret ion) 
strokes. These tremors are due to heart beats. 
Different circumstances produced under various condi-
tions such as exercise, rest , hea lth, or disease vary res-
piration ancl is ac companj_ed by similar variations in the 
pulsations of the heart. In health, the proport ion is one 
respiration to four or five heart beats. With i ncreased heart 
activity, the re is an increase in chest movements but not 
a l ways in proportion . 
somet imes , in diseased conditions t~e respiratory acts 
increase more rapidly in proportion than do the heart beats . 
But, more comr.rwnly, in other variations from the normal healthy 
conclition, the ~umber of pulse beats is gr eater in proportion 
than the respiratory movements. 
The force wit h which the inspi r ato r y muscles are capable 
of acting is greatest in an individual of from five feet and 
seven inches i n height to f ive feet and ei ght inches. ~his 
force will elevate a column of me rcury of nearl;t three inches. 
Beyond this height, the force ability decreases as the stature 
increases. The average man who is six feet tall can elevate 
only a 2~ inch Hg . columr1. This force r ec ord shows 
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that the strongest expiratory act is only one third greater 
than that exercised in inspiration. 
There are differences due to the elastic reaction 
3 
of chest walls and by disproportionate strength which expiration 
muscles attain in being called into use for other purposes 
than simple ex11iration. Hence, the force of ins piration 
tests the muscular strength of the body better than the ex-
piration force does. In quiet breathing there is a ne gative 
pressure of one m. m. during inspiration and a positive pressure 
of two or three m. m. during expiration. To gauge the ·inspiration 
and expiration power, a mercurial manometer may be used, to 
which a tube is attached, fitting the nostrils and through 
which inspiratory and expiratory eff ort is made. 
In man, the respiration power exerted by the elas ticity 
of the lungs alone is about six m. rn. of Hg. Hut chinson cal-
that 
culatedl\the total force to be mastered by the muscles in in-
spiring two hundred cu. in\. of air, is over four hundred and 
fifty pounds. The elastic force of the lungs is assisted by 
the contraction of the plain muscle fibres of the alveoli and 
bronchial tubes, the pressure of which is not over two m. m. 
To discuss respiration and circulation briefly from a chemical 
standpoint in order to grasp fully the physiological process es, 
it is necessary to review here, the gases in the blood. In 
the following remarks, it is assumed that the temperatu re 
remains constant. If water is shaken up with oxygen, the amount 
dissolved depends on two circumstances;- the pressure of 
oxygen to which water is exposed when shaken and on the solubility 
of the oxygen itself in water. 
, 
Oxygen is not readily soluble in water whereas carbonic 
TTt lllih HtPre.. 
acid isAsoluble. 
I 
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One c. c. of water placed in a bottle of pure oxygen will dissolve 
0. 04 c. c. of oxygen. 
1 c. c. of water will dissolve 1 c. c. of a<?rbonic acid gas. 
These figures represent the coefficient solubility of the two 
gases since the volumes of gas which 1 c.c. of the liquid will 
dissolve at 760 m. m. Hg. pressure, is the coeffi_cient of solubi~ity 
of a gas in a liquid. The quantity of gas which a liquid will 
dissolve depends on the solubility of -tje. gas and on the pressure 
of the gas to which the liquid is exposed. Thus in the above 
example, if the oxygen had been rar.ified in a bottle until it 
exerted only one fifth of an atmospheric pressure, and water would 
Q.(} '\ I!.C.. 
have taken up one fifth of -e. o4 e. e. i.e. 0.008 c. c. 
The quantity of gas dissolved by 1 c.-c. of the liquid is determined 
by the formula 
Example -
p 
~.02 X 4/5 
a .02 X .08 : 0.016 C.C. 
Q = Quantity 
K = Co'1f.of Sol. 
of a gas 
P' press.of a gas 
to which the 
liquid is 
exposed. 
P = Atmospheric 
Pressure 
This is as true of mixed gases as of pure gases. 
For example: 1 c.c. H 0 shaken with air (practically 1 part 2 . 
of oxygen and 4 parts Nitrogen). It will absorb .008 c.c. 
and • 016 c. c. of Nitrogen. This is the Dalton - Henry Law which 
is expressed verbally as follows: 
"When t wo or more gases are mixed together, each of them pro-
duces the same pressure as if they separately occupied the entire 
space and the other gases were absent. The to tal pressure of 
the mixture is the sum of the partial pressures of the 
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individual gases in the mixture." So much for the principle 
and I will go on to the two methods by which the quantity of the 
gases in the blood may be measured. 
I. Air Pump Method. 
II. Chemical " 
In the first case, there is an extraction of the gases from the 
blood by means of a mercurial air-pump which depends on the fact 
that blood gives off all of its gases when boiled in a vacumm. 
The to tal gas obtained is first measured, then the co 2 is re-
moved by caustic potash, and the gas that remains is a mixture 
of oxygen and nitrogen. The oxygen is removed by pyrogallic 
acid and the residual gas is nitrogen. 
Hence, the amount of the three chief gases obtained from the 
0 
blood - namely, ~. C02, & N- has been determined. 
By the chemical method, a solution of oxyhaemoglobin is s haken 
with potassium ferricyanide and it yields the same amount of 
c...c. 
oxygen to the air as if boiled in a vacuum. For example, 5 c.c. 
of blood is placed in a large bottle "A" undernea th a layer of 
dilute ammonia solution "B" which protects it from the air 
while the apparatus assumes an equal temperatur~ with the bath 
in which it is placed. Shake the blood with the a~onia solution 
thoroughly to lake it. The ferric!anide solution is then spilt 
into the laked blood from tube "C"; and oxygen· is shaken out 
of the solution. When the oxygen is determined, open the bottle 
and place tartaric acid in the small tube "E" which is spilt 
in the mixture of blood, NH4 , and ferricyanide; and carbonic 
acid is lib~rated which is shaken out of the liquid. Carbonic 
acid does not come completely out and a correction has to be 
introduced for the quantity which remains in solution. The gas, 
oxygen or carbonic acid ~ls the case may be, passes over into 
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tube "D" wh i ch was previously filled up to the zero mark with 
water and connected to a reservoir "F". This drives the water 
from "F" to open tube "E" and the water rises in "E" but it is 
convenient to keep the gas at the same volume which may be 
accomplished by raising the pressure in the open limb "E" of the 
pressure gauge, by squeezing s orne of the water, with which tre 
gauge is filled, out of a rubber reservoir nG" which forms the 
base of the gauge. Thus the level of the water in 1'D" is 
maintained at the zero mark while that in "E" rises from "Hn to 
"I". Therefore, the actual measurement is the increase of 
pressure (i.e. the height of the column of water H I) which is 
essential to keep the gas at the same volume, after~ the oxygen 
and carbonic acid have been shaken off, as it was previously. 
From this, the quantity coming off can be calculated. The 
chemical method is not as accurate as the vacuum air pump, but 
it is more convenient in man. 
A.rr ar at u.? 
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From 100 c.o.of arterial blood, 20 c.c. of gas can be removed 
by the air pump. The amount of oxygen in solution per 100 c.c. 
of blood is only .7 c. c. The rest is chemically combined with 
the haemoglobin. 
Oxygen capacity is a term which stands for the quantity 
of oxygen which 100 c.c. of blood takes up. 
"Specific oxygen capacityn is used in referring to the fact that 
the relation between the respiratory pxygen and the ' Fe~ of the 
haemoglobin is quite constant. The two terms are often confused. 
In normal blood the figure is 18.5 c.c. ana this forms a basis 
of standardization of haemoglobinometers. The percentage of 
haemoglobin is determined colorimetrically. By the Gowers-
!1-
Haldane haemoglobinometer, the standard - 100% of color corresponds 
to a capacity of 18.5 c. c. of oxygen or carbonic oxide (which 
is the same as the oxygen capacity) of the blood. 
The subject under consideration and whose blood is to 
be measured in partial determination of his Ihys ical fitness to 
endure the sudden changes to higher altitudes, as in aviation, 
breathes a known volume of carbonic oxide and a few drops of the 
blood are taken and the saturation of his haemoglobin is de-
termined colorimetrically. From this result, the total capacity 
of the blood for CO is calculated. 
The oxygen capacity and the CO capacity are the same. The volume 
of the blood is calculated from the total oxygen capacity and 
the percentage capacity as determined by the haemoglobinometer. 
For example: 
Suppose the subjects blood which is given, is 100% 
sta ndard colorin etrically; that is to say, it has a capacity 
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of 18. 5 c.c. per 100 c.c. of blood. 
The sub,ject is allowed to breathe 75 c.c. of C 0 and it is 
found his blood is then fifteen per cent saturated with 
0 
carbon mo~ide; that is, 15% of the original 18.5 c.c. is 
18.5 X 15 
in the form of CO. 15% of 18.5 c.c. = 100 = 2.7 c.c. 
2.7 c.c. of carbon monxide per 100 c.c. of blood is the result 
of breathing seventy five c.c. of that gas. How, the amount 
of gas needed to produce the normal figure 18.5 is obtained 
as follows: 
2.7 c.c. per 100 c.c. of blood results from breathing 75 cc of C 0 
1 c.c. " " c.c. 
,, 
" " " 75 c.c. 
2.7 
and 18.5 c.c. per 100 c.c. of blood results from breathing 
which equals approximately 500 c.c. 
75 X 18.5 f C O 
2.7 ° 
That is to say, the total oxygen (or CO) capacity of the 
person's blood is five hundred c. c. 
Since 18.5 c.c. of this total is carried by 100 c.c. of blood, 
the total volume of the subject's blood or that is, the 
amount which will contain 500 c.c. of gas, is 500 x 100 = 2727 c.c. 18.5 
or nearly three litres. The weight of the blood may be obtained 
by multiplying the volume by the specific gravity (1.055). The 
mass of blood in the body is about four and nine tenths per cent 
( 1 of the body weight. The corresponding ratio of the blood 
-
20.5) 
vo lurne is 4.62 c.c. per 100 grams. 
1 (or - • 
21.6) 
Now, if the subject is unfit, his pathologi't~al. condition 
would be shown by the above procedure, especially i:f there was 
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a general anaemic tendency, which would necessarily render 
him unfit for aviation am_ the accompanying sudden changes 
in altitudes. In this case, the volume ratio would be 
something like 8.5. In anaemic cases, the actual volume 
of the blood is increased, but the corpu~llar and so lid 
constituents are diminished. 
Haemoglobin owes its value as a respirator-y pigment 
to two main facts. 
I. It's great ability to unite with large quantities of 
oxygen so that the blood is able to carry about thirty times 
as much oxygen to the tissues as the plasma would under the 
same conditions. 
II. The inter~tion b.etween haemoglobin and oxygen is a 
chemica 1 one. One gram of haemoglobin cannot unite with 
more than 1.34 c.c. of oxygen. The figure is not constant 
due to the different forms of the globin (the protein con-
stituent of the haemoglobin) united with the haematin (the 
iron-containing constituent of the haemoglobin). 
Each gram of Fe in haemoglobin unites with four 
hundred cubic centimetres of oxygen. 
The reversible reaction met with here is well shoV.rn by the 
The reaction is reversible 
according to the concentration of the substance present . 
So that, if the concentration of oxygen "in solution" 
is increased,more haemoglobin will become oxyhaemoglobin; if 
it15diminished, the oxyhaemoglobin will break up into 
- I 
haemoglobin and oxygen. 
By the concentration of oxygen ttin solution'', I mean, 
in physical solution; that is, not united chemically with 
37 
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tre haemoglobin. This quantity varie's in the direct ratio 
of the oxygen pressure to which the haemoglobin solution 
is U"posed. From the viewpoint of respiration and circulation, 
it is imperative to determine the relative quantities of 
o~xyhaemoglobin and reduced haemoglobin when a haemoglobin 
solution is shaken up with oxygen at various pressures. 
It is clear from the body's needs, that haemoglobin shoul& 
. 
acquire O~Jgen at the pressure of that gas in the lungs 
and part with it at the diminished oxygen pressure in the 
tissues. Moreover, the two processes must occur at about 
the same rate. This time should be within one second which 
is the time occupied by any given portion of blood in 
~ 
travelling thr~the capillaries. 
A solution of haemoglobin, if pure, has a very great power 
of acquiring oxygen but its power of releasing it is very 
small. Fortunately, a blood solution is different. In the 
red corpuscles, the haemoglobin is dissolved in a medium 
containing salts, - especially potassium. The salts enable 
haemoglobin to give up its oxygen more readily when exposed 
to a concentration of oxygen, such as is found in the 
capillaries of the tissues. They also assist haemoglobin 
to acquire oxygen at higher pressures such as the blood 
is exposed to in the lungs. High temperatures and the 
pressure of carbonic acid also add to the efficiency of 
haemoglobin as an oxygen carrier. To understand the 
dissociation of oxygen from haemoglobin in the body, I will 
discuss it under the complex conditions actually existing 
in the body. That is to say, in the presence of potass~um 
salts at 
of 40 m. 
37° c and in 
m. 1mercury. 
ei'I C.e.. the pres~ of a carbonic acid pressure 
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These curves readily show the superiority of haemoglobin as 
an oxygen carrier when present in actual blood. 
Curve No. 2 indicates that at an oxygen pressure of over 60 m.m. 
of mercury (the pressure in the lung aveoli is about 100 m.m. 
of mercury) the blood will be nearly saturated with oxygen; and 
that at a low pressure (below 50 m. m. Hg.) the blo6d loses its 
oxygen rapidly. 
At 10 m. m. it is nearly reduced. 
and 
important distinction between arterial (20 vol. per 100 c.c.) 
fl/; ~.~~d-
venous blood;\ i~ in the amount of oxygen; and ( 8 to 12 Vol. 
· The 
!)er 100 e.e.) in the amount of carbonic acid which in arterial 
blood amounts to 40 Vol. per 100 c.c. and in venous blood it 
amo1mts to 46 to 50. 
On the average, every 100 c. c. of blood which passes through 
the lungs, gains 8 C. C. of oxygen ani loses 6 c. c. carbonic 
acid. 
The mechanism by which this gaseous exchange is effected 
(!e. 
is of ext reme importan~ at this time. A diffusion process is 
the simplest explanation of the passage of orJgen from the 
alveolar air into the blood. To uphold this supposition, it is 
possible to show that the pressure of oxygen in alveolar air is 
as great or greater than the tension of oxygen in arterial 
blood or venous blood. The pressure of the oxygen in alveolar 
air spaces although less than in the atmosphere is greater 
tha~ in the venous blood. 
Hence, oxygen passes froni the alveolar air into the 
' blood plasma. This oxygen combines at once with the haemoglobin 
and leaves the plasma free to absorb more oxygen. This continues 
until the haemogl<;>bin is entirely, or very nearly, saturated 
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The reverse change takes place in the tissues where the 
partial pressure of oxygen is below that of the plasma. 
The plasma parts with its oxygen to the lymph which gives 
it up to the tissues. The oyxhaemoglobin then 1mdergoes 
dissociation and supplies more oxygen to the plasma and 
lymph and in turn, to the tissues once more. This continues 
until the oxyhaemoglobin loses about one half of its oxygen 
storage. 1 c.c. of arterial blood contains about 0.2 c.c. 
of oxygen; whereas, 1 c.c. of venous blood contains 0.1 c.c. 
of oxygen. 
COLLECTIONS OF ALVEOLAR AIR Sill~PLES. 
The air which represents the co2 content of the 
blood is obtained only from that part of t h e lungs most 
intimately in contact with the blood namely the pulmonary 
OU;~h ' C..~i LLarie$ 
alveoli. As the venous blood passes thru the blood in the 
t~s. wl.i¥> · ~s utf lungs>"v02 "1s given off pass~.ng thr!Q the pulmonary 
e.s 
epithelium and mix~ with the atmospheric air which is 
passing in and out. The partial pressure of co 2 which thus 
develops in th1alveolar air will exactly correspond to the 
tension of co2 in the blood leaving the lungs and passing 
to the left heart and out into the general circulation. 
Several methods exist for collecting alveolar air 
samples. Two of these and the best, are the Haldane and 
the Plesch methods. 
The Haldane Method : Se..e. d•a.ra.N\ -~~· ~ 
The subject breathes normally several times with 
1 
nostrils oc~u~ded by means of the spring clip. At the end 
of a normal inspiratio~ deep and very complete forced 
If! 
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o.\l>-'\~ . A" l e. l -J'> " 
expiration is made thr~ the mouth _ps1cefnto the rubber hose. 
All of the air which has been lying in tGe dead space of tbe 
lungs, the trachea and larger bronchi is driven out down to 
the end of the tube and is followed· by the alveolar air. This 
' , .-;::)) " 
last must be caught in the analyzing apparatus before the 
subject breathes again th~~\he tube, or takes his mouth from 
it. The operator at the instant the expiration is completed 
,, c." 
connects the small tube leading off from the mouth piece with 
the inlet tube of the analyzing apparatus, opens the stopcock 
leading into the analyzer and allows the falling mercury to 
draw in a sample large enough for the apparatus in question. 
The sample so obtained is known as an inspiratory 
sample. It is customary in accurate work to average this with 
an expiratory sampl·e obtained at the end of a forced expiration 
which is made at the end of a normal expiration. 
The Plesch Method 
By means of the pressure botties provided 1000 c.c. of 
air are driven into the empty bathing cap, care being taken 
to shut off the large respiratory valve before driving in this 
ov.~k 
air thru the smaller valve, Which in turn is shut of:f when the 
filling is complete. 
With nose clipped the subject, making use of the special 
mouth peice now breathes thr~~~he respiratory valve to the 
outside air at the rate of five full respirations in 25 seconds. 
Vfuen such a rate is established the operator by one turn of 
the respiratory valve causes the subject to breathe in and 
out ?f the bathing cap making us~ of the 1000 c.c. of air which 
have been introduced and maintaining the rate of five 
respirations in 25 seconds until five have been taken. The 
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respiratory is then closed and the rubber cap contains air 
whose co2 content represents that of the alveoli. Samples 
of this are taken into the analyzer th~~~he small ~topcock. 
The Flesch method is the one made use of in hospital 
work since it requires less intelligent co-operation on the 
part of the subject. 
Haldane and Priestley have produced a simple apparatus 
for collecting alveolar air. 
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Explanation of the figure: 
A piece of rubber tubing is taken about one inch 
at 
in diameter and four feet long with a mouth piece .f/I!L one 
end. About two inches from one end a gas receiver is 
inserted. This receiver has a three - way tap and a close 
tap at the lower end. Prior to use, it is fi 11 ed with 
mercury. 
Procedure: 
~h . 
The subject breathes normally thri the mouth piece 
for a time. Then at the close of a normal inspiration, he 
expires quickly and very deeply through the mouth piece 
and instantly closes it with his tongue. Now, open the 
lower tap, allow the mercury to run out, and a sample 
of air fills the sampling tube. This aample is analyzed. 
This process is repeated, taking a similar sample when the 
subject expires deeply at the end of normal expiration,-
which sample will contain more 002 and less 0 than the 
sample obtained at the close of inspiration. The mean is 
taken to represent the composition of the alveolar air. 
Since 100 to 150 c.c. of air is necessary to fill 
the trachea and bronchial tubes only 350 to 400 c. c. of the 
tidal air reaches the alveoli. Therefore, alveolar air 
contains less oxygen and more co2 then the ''dead space". 
By the dilution of alveolar air with that in the 
dead space, the difference between the composition of 
expired air and alveolar air is determined. The difference 
decreases in amount with the depth of respiration of the 
individual. Now, for example, suppose the alveolar air 
contained six per cent co2 and the dead space amounted 
to 150 c. c.; the expired air would ce~l]~in , only 3% co 2 , 
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when the subject was taking 300 c.c. at each respiration. 
Suppose the subject breathed slowly and deeply and 
brought the Tidal air up to 1500 c.c.~ then one tenth of 
it would be in the dead space, and the exp i red air would 
contain nine tenths as much co2 as the alveolar air, that 
is . 5.4%. 
Tidal air forms only a small proportion of the total 
alveolar air and hence, the changes in composition of tidal 
air with respiration are much greater than in the air of the 
lung alveoli. At the close of expiration, 2500 c.c. of 
gases still remains in the alveoli, and with inspiration, 
360 c.c. of atmospheric air is added and mingled with this 
2,500 c.c. 
Haldane had shown that the . 'ventilation coefficient' 
in quiet breathing is only one seventh and the change in the 
oxygen and carbon dioxfide content of the a l veolar air 
produced by this access of 360 c.c. will amount to less than 
.5%. Therefore, in spite of ventilation, the alveolar air 
is 1 acking in oxygen and contains an excess of co2 compared 
with the external air. 
Lavoisier's assumption that the lungs were the seat 
of the formation of co2 and the consumption of Oxygen has 
. ' been disproved by Magnus, in Heidenhain~ s <i- laboratory. 
Magnus has shown that there is more carbonic acid gas and 
less oxygen in the blood passing to the lungs than in the 
blood coming from the lungs. In view of thi s fact, the 
chief seat of oxidation is said to be the tissues of the 
body. The blood carries the oxygen from the l1mgs to the 
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tissues and C02 from the tissues to the lungs. The factors 
which accomplish this transfer of oxygen and co2 from the 
blood to alveolar air, and from alveolar air to blood are 
important and also the manner in which gases are held by 
the blood. 
If blood is exposed to a Tarricellian vacuum at 
ordinary temperature, its gases are entirely given off. 
Barcroft has devised a modification of the Topler pumps for 
extracting the blood gases. The principle stated briefly is 
as follows: a glass vessel is evacuated by a mercury pump, 
and it is then connected with a reservoir of defibrinated 
t blood or blood \'lhich has been prevented from clothing by 
the addition of some substance : for example, sodium citrate 
or hirudin: (a substance obtained by extracting the glands 
from the head of the leech) is an anticoagulin and will 
prevent clothing either if added to shed blood or if 
previously injected into a blood vessel. Peptone injected 
into the blood will accomplish the same resnlt. The ex-
elusion of atmospheric air is important in the manipulation 
of this pump. ~a~croft has devised a Modification of the 
Topler pump for the determination of blood gases) 
'17 
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The bulb "B" is prolonged below by a wide tube dip~ing 
into the mercury in the Woulf bottle "An. The upper part 
of the bottle is filled with water and connected by two taps 
at "W" with the water supply and with a sink. The water 
being turned on, mercury is forced up into "B"; as it rises 
into "Y" it carries before it a glass valve which prevents 
its further passage, so that it can only escape by the tube 
"C", driving before it all the air previously contained in 
''B". The water supply is now turned of and the tap to the 
sink turned on. The mercury runs back. Air cannot enter by 
"C", since this tube is sealed by mercury. The valve "Y" 
t h erefore sinks and allowf:) the air in the blood receivers 
"G~ G" and the rest of the ap paratus to escape into "B". The 
process is repeated many times unti 1 a high vacuum is pro-
duced in the whole apparatus. A measured quantity of blood 
is now let into the lower bulb "G". "F" is a condenser 
through which cold water is constantly flowing (to prevent 
e.va.ror at-•Nq 
all the blood from ~Qi}~ng_ away) while warm water circulates 
round the bull)S nG,G" to facilitate the giving off of the 
blood gases. The blood boils in the vacuum, and the gases 
escape into "B", and may be driven off and collected over 
mercury in a cylinder ''D" by raising the mercury in "Bn. The 
process of exhaustion is repeated until no more bubbles rise 
into 11 D" on filling the bulb "B" with mercury. "E" is a 
')d. 
sulphuri~ acid chamber for . drying the gases as they pass from 
the blood to the bulb "Bn. 
By this method, about 60 c.c. of mixed gases made up of 
oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and argon, are obtained from 
100 c.c. of blood. ~on is present only in insignificent 
11 
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quantities ( .04 Vol. per cent) -. Nitrogen is present in the 
same proportion in arterial and venous blood and is a 
matter of only 1 or 2 Volumes per cent. 
The oxygen and carbon dio~ide amounts in arterial and venous 
blood differ within great limits. 
For the determination of the oxygen combined in the 
form of oxyhaemoglobin, Haldane has introduced a satisfactory 
apparatus. Si~~ the O~Jgen - binding power of blood is de-
~ pendf3,nt on the amount of haemoglobin it contains, it is 
possible to measure directly the oxygen capacity of the blood. 
Haldane discovered that the combined oxygen in oxyhaemoglobin 
is liberated rapidly and completely ij a solution of Potassium 
ferri-cyanide is added to laked blood. 
The following description of the method is given by 
Haldane: 
41 
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"Twenty c. c. of the oxalated or defibrinated blood, 
thoroughly saturated with air by swinging it round in a 
large flask, are measured out in a pipette into the bottle 
"A", which has a capacity of about 120 c. c. As it is im-
portant to avoid blowing expired air into the bottle, the 
last drops of blood are expelled from the pipette by clos-
ing the top and warming the bulb with the hand." 30 c. c. 
are then added to a solution prepared by diluting ordinary 
strong ammonia 
1 water to _ • 
500 
l.) r a.V: . 
solution. (Sp. ~ 0.88) with distilled 
The ammonia prevents carbonic acid from 
coming off, while the distilled water lakes the corpulcles. 
.f7 
The blood ard ammonia solution are thoroughly mixed by shaking, 
and at the end of this operation, the solution should appear 
transparent (perfectly) when tilted up against the sides 
of the bottle. If the solution at this time is not transparent, 
it indicates that the laking is incomplete and ·more a:rrJJ1onia 
solution must be added. 
About 4 c.c. of a saturated solution of potassium ferricyanide 
are then puured into the small tube "B" (the length of which 
should slightly exceed the width of the bottle) and placed 
upright in ''A". The rubber stopper which is supplied, as 
shown, with a bent glass tube connected with the burette by 
stout rubber tubing of about one m. m. bore, is then firmly 
put in, and the bottle placed in the vessel of water "C", 
the temperature of which should be as nearly as possible, 
that of the room and of the blood and water in the bottle. 
If the stopper is not heavy enough to sink the bottle, the 
latter should be wei g~d. By opening to the outside the 
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three-way tap (or "T" tube and clip) on the burette, and 
raising the levelling tube, which is held by a spring clamp, 
the water in the burette is brought to a level close to the 
top. The tap is then closed to the outside and the reading 
of the burette (which is graduated to .05 c.c. and may be 
read to .10 c.c.) taken after careful levelling. 
The water gauge~ which has a bore of about 1 m. m.) 
attached to the temperature and pressure - control tube is 
now accurately ad jus ted to a definite mark. This is easily 
accomplished by sliding the rubber tube backwards or for-
w~rds on the piece of glass tubing "D''. The control tube 
is an ordinary test-tube containing some mercury to sink it, 
and connected with the gauge by stout rubber tubing of about 
1 m. m. bore. 
As soon as the reading of the burette is constant, 
which it will probably be within 'two or three minutes, the 
bottle is til ted so as to upset "B", and is shaken as long 
as gas is evolved. 
During this operation "Br' should be repeatedly emptied, as 
other,.vise the oxygen dissolved in j_ ts liquid might not be 
completely given off. When the evolution of oxygen has 
ceased, the bottle is re placed ' in the water. If, as is 
possible, the fressure gauge indicates an alteration in the 
temperature of the water, cold. water from the tap, or warmed 
water, is added till the original temperature has been re-
established and the reading of the burette noted as soon 
as it is constant. Shake the bottle again etc, until a 
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constant result is obtained. This will take about fifteen 
minutes. The temperature of the water in the jacket of ~~ 
burette, and the reading of the barometer, should be taken now, 
0 
and the gas evolved is reduced to its dry volume at 0 and 
760 m. m. To calculate the oxygen evolved from 100 c. c. of 
blood, allowance must be made for the fact that a 20 c. c. 
pipette does not deliver 20 c.c. of blood but only 19.6 c.c. 
The actual amount of shortage for a given pipette is determined 
by weighing it in water and again after blood has been 
delivered from it. Another slight correction is necessary 
since the air in the bottle at the end of the operation is 
richer in oxygen than at the start. Therefore, as oxygen is 
about twice as soluble as nitrogen, slightly more gas will be 
in solution. With a bottle of 120 c.c. capacity and twenty 
per cent. of oxygen in the blood, the air in the bottle at 
the end will contain 27% oxygen. Hence, assuming that the 
coefficients of absorption of oxygen and nitrogen in the 
54 c.c. of liquid within the bottle are nearly the same as 
in water, the correction will amount at 15 °0, to .06c c. 
in the reading of the burette, or 0.30% in the result. 
This principle of Haldane's is successfully applied to small 
quantities of blood (ex. 1 c.c. or even .01 c.c.} and the 
CO is also determined in the same sample. Barcroft has taken 2 . 
Haldane's principle which I have given above and devised an 
apparatus for dealing with those minute quantities of blood. 
It is evident from the nature of respiration that 
at the end of inspiration, there is a maximum percent. of 
oxygen and a · minimum of carbonic acid and the converse is 
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true at the close of expiration. Haldane concluded by .tilEr-h•s 
c\.e..+e.rN\i 1111\..ti CI~~ 
ana.J:-y-z-sis by his previously described method that the no rma 1 
oxygen pressure in it is 13% of an atmosphere. (i.e. 100 
m. m. Hg). The tension of the oxygen in the blood is measured 
by the tonometer. The tension of oxygen or the partial pressure_ 
of oxygen in a fluid is the tendency o f oxygen to leave it. 
An improved form of aerotonometer for measuring the 
tension of oxygen in circulating blood has been devised by 
Krogh1 - The important part of which is illustrated here. 
A 
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Explanation of figure: 
The cannula "A" .is attached to the central end of an 
artery. The blood flows from A into B which gives off a 
narrow graduated tube at the top. A small air bubble "C" 
is placed in the bulb "B''. The blood passes thrit~ and 
returns to the distal end of the artery by tube"D". Hirudin 
is previously injected to prevent clotting. 
s.r 
Gases interchange between the blood and bubble. The Bubble 
is small but presents a large surface to blood; thereby 
bringing about equilibrium between the bubble gases. This is 
accomplished when the bubble remains constant. 
Now, the bubble is withdrawn into the graduated tube and 
its composition analyzed. 
The oxygen in the bubble is in equilibrit~ with that of the 
blood. Hence, the tension of oxygen in the blood can be 
ascertained by determining the percentage of O~Jgen in the 
bubble and the total pressure to which it is exposed. 
For example, suppose the arterial pressure to be 100m. m. 
Hg, and the bubble contains 10% of oxygen, then the partial 
pressure of oxygen is 10% of 860 m. m. Hg ( atmospheric and 
arterial pressure) ; namely, 86 m. m. Hg. 
Therefore, the tension of oxygen in the blood is equal to 
86 m. m. Hg; or in other words, about 11.3 percent of 
· oxygen at atmospheric pressure. 
Experimentation shows that the tension of oxygen in arterial 
blood is less than in alveolar air, the difference being one 
to three per cent. of an atmosphere. 
Tir~r e_ :-~ ~ 
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Various estimations indicate that in man the oxygen tension 
of venous blood is about 40 m. m. Hg, ·and the partial 
pressure of oxygen in alveolar air is usually about 105 m.m. 
Hg. 
After a consideration of the rate at which oxygen can diffu se 
through a membrane similar to that separating the blood from 
the alveolar air, and the enormous surface area of the alveoli; 
it is a sane conclusion to approach, that simple diffusion 
is the method of transfer of oxygen from the alveolar air 
into the blood, due to the difference in the tension of 
oxygen in the lungs and in the venous blood. 
However, it inay be that. this holds for a resting 
individual and under certain conditions, other factors may 
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enter into the problem. It is possible that during exercise 
which increases the demand for oxygen. or during mountain 
climbing at high altitudes, where the supply of oxygen is 
deficient, the tension of oxygen in the blood is higher 
than that of the alveoli. This difference may be due to 
the secretion of oxygen into the blood by the pulmonary 
epithelium. 
There is some dau~t among authorities as to whether 
or not the lung secretes oxygen. However, secretion is not 
impossible for a similar secretion of oxygen occurs in the 
swimming bladder of certain Pisces and a swi:rmning bladder 
is morphologically related to the lungs of mammals. More-
over, the storage of oxygen here. by diffusion from the sea 
water, ceases when the vagi which supply the swimming 
bladder are cut~ The tension of carbonic acid in the 
alveolar air is measured by the Haldane and Priestley method 
as is the O~Jgen tension. The tension in the blood is 
calculated by the tonometer. 
The last figure also indicates that the tension 
of carbonic acid in venous blood (Partial pressure 46 m.m. 
Hg) is slightly higher than that in alveolar air. Upon 
r~sing the tension of carbonic acid in alveolar air, the 
tension in blood shows a corresponding rise, remaining 
higher than that in the alveolar air. Experimentation 
proves these statements in regard to animals and the 
difference in man between the tension of carbonic acid in 
venous blood and in alveolar air is probably about · 6 m.m. Hg. 
' 
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This difference is smaller than in the case of oxygen 
tension in alveolar air and venous blood. However, carbonic 
acid diffuses · thro"'}\uch m~mbranes as are met with here, 
about twenty-five times as .rapidly as oxygen. The tension 
difference of carbonic acid in venous · blood anl in alveolar 
air is sufficient to permit carbonic acid to diffuse from 
the blood in~0the · air . 0 the lungs. 
The difference in the tension of oxygen and 
carbonic acid i' the blood and alveolar air is accountable 
for the fact that venous blood, as it flows through the 
lungs, takes up oxygen and leaves the lungs almost saturated. 
It also loses 6 to 8 _volumes of carbonic acid per 100 
volumes of blood. 
Respiration continuously replaces the oxygen which 
is ever passing from the alveolar air into the blood. 
Respiration also expels the carbonic acid which is con-
stantly diffusing from the blood into the alveolar air. 
Basing the suppositions on the table of amounts of Tidal 
air, Complemental air, etc. given previously in this paper; 
assume that with each breath 400 c.c. of air enters and 
leaves the lungs, and that 4% of the expired air is 
carbonic acid. Then, with each respiration 16 c.c. of 
carbonic acid are removed from the body. Therefore, 16 c.c. 
of carbonic acid must have passed from the blood into the 
air of the lungs; for the alveolar air composition is 
constant. If an increased amount of carboni c acid is 
formed in the body, an increased percentage of carbonic 
' 
.A. 
acid appears in the alveo]#. To majntain a constant com-
position of alevolar air, more air must be inhaled and 
exhaled with each brea th. This process, whereby any 
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accumulation of carbonic acid or deficiency of oxygen in 
alveolar air, and hence in the blood, · is prevented, is under 
:-,'\.&-~..}-> 
the control of the central nervous system. • -1- !eA-,,. -t'o"-
h. t -s sHtA!j. ~ ttt\ I 
Nerves from the respiratory centerl,' regulate re sp i ra t i on 
so that an excess of a.N<\ i~<\irLctt>~ carbonic acid, a lack of oxygen, 1 eads 
to deeper and more rap id respiratory movements. 
In regard to the effect of respiration on the circulation 
and the relationship between the two, it has been demonstrated 
by graph curves that the arterial pressure rises with inspiration 
and falls with expiration. 
However, the two events are not synchronous for it is noted 
that th-e rise of the pressure begins a trifle later than the 
inspiratory act and falls a little later than the expiratory act. 
The heart beats more rapidly during the rise of blood pressure 
than during the fall. 
The respiratory undulations are not caused only by carbonic 
variations, for with the cutting of the vagi, the respiratory 
undulations are still present. They are due chiefly to 
mechanical conditions dependint upon the lung s and the heart 
with its large vessels ,.. being contained within the air-tight 
thorax. 
The effect of inspiration on arterial blood pressure 
is at first assisted by the diaphragmatic pressure, as it 
ddbends~ on the abdominal ve~ns, which sends the blood upwards 
into the chest by the inferior vena cava. 
However, it is somewhat counterbalanced by the obstruction in 
the passage of the blood downwards in the abdominal aorta, and 
upwards from the veins coming from the lower extremities; but 
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the veins are more easily influenced by the moderate change s 
in external pressures. Hence, it is evident that va rious 
physical conditions produce an increased flow of blood into 
the right side of the heart during inspiration. The inc reas ed 
su2ply of blood passe s via the pul monary circuit to the left 
side of the heart . The process takes an appreciable length 
of ti~e. Therefore, the rising arterial pressure due to 
inspiration is not perceivable at the start cf the process . 
This delay was formerly believed to be due to an increase of 
the capaci t y of the pulmonary capi llaries brought about by 
the distension of the chest. such a sudden increase of the 
blood stream would for a time, retard the rate of flow through 
the pulmonary circui t. It is doubtful whether small changes 
in the capac ity of the blood vessels of the lungs produced 
in ordinary breathing can affect the inflow into the left 
auricle. .B'or ·exar:rple, Ti gersted t 's recent 1913- l·~ researches 
shJw t ha t even considerable ·changes in the capacity of the 
blood vessels of the lung, a s is cons idered by shutting off 
the enti r e ci r culation of one lung in animal experiment ation, 
have practically no influence on the s ystemic pressure . 
nurine inspiration the a ctivity of bot h the cardio-
inhibitory centre and the vas o-motor centre is diminished, 
which causes the heart beat to quicken. 
The parallelism of the respiratory and arterial 
pressure curves is not only the result of mechanical conditions 
but the nervous factors must also be considered. 
6/ 
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In man the average amount of oxygen ut i lized, is about 
0. 008 c. c. of oxygen per gram of body weight per minute. The 
intensity of respiration varies, roughly, inversely with the 
size of the animal. The easiest method td determine the in-
tensity of respiration, is to wei gh the subject, and then, 
:from the composition of the inspired and expired air . and t h e 
amount of oxygen taken in and given out, calculate how much is 
retained and utilized. 
Oxygen want may take place either as the result of 
violent exercise, in which case, the demand is increased ; or, 
by diminishing the oxygen pr~ssure, in which case, t h e supp l y 
is decreased. 
A man takes about 400 c.c. of O~Jgen into the blood per 
minute under normal conditions. During sleep, about one half 
this amount is taken in, and during violent ex ercise, about 
three thousand c.c. or more are absorped by t he blood. The 
blood f low is momentarily retarded· during extreme muscular 
\ 
contraction, although, if a considerable length of time is 
considered, it is greatly increased. This momentary retardation 
leads to a certain amount of oxygen want and this is one 
cause of the lactic acid output. Thi s acid i ncreases t he 
blood suppl y to the muscles by automatically relaxing t h e 
arteriole walls. 
The order of events is as follows; 
I. Increase of functional activ~ty 
II. " 
III. 
" 
n 
heat formation and oxygen taken in. 
carbonic acid output. 
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The effects of decreased pressure as is experienced in sudden 
rise s in aviat ion, and which causes mountain sicJr..ness, differ 
in different individua ls. Hoviever, h igh :p ressure i nc reases 
a re met with as one descends from high altitudes so that its 
effects must be considered h ere . rlhen an individual ascends 
from sea level to a height of 10 ,000 to 14,000 feet, he more 
than likely experi ences such discon1forts as headaches , mental 
conf us i on , blueness of the lips and nausea or ev en vomiting . . 
These are the s ymptoms of mountain s i cknes s. 
These conditions a re severe when exercise is taken · 
but they are not dne entirely to exerti on invo lvi.ng muscular 
. 
exe rcise, for they may occur vThen the individual ascends to 
hi gh altitudes in a train. Several other theories have pre-
vailed i n regard to t he cause of these condit ions . These 
symptoms are caused entirely by .a l ack of oxygen. As one 
climbs to hi gher altitudes, the barometric pressur e, and henc e 
the part i al pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere and therefore 
i n the alveolar air, f a lls. Whenever the a lveolar p ressure of 
oxygen falls to the region of 60 mm. Hg ., then aforesaid 
symptoms appear. In the process of experimentation a t the 
Medical ~e s earch La boratory of the u. s. Government, in the 
Army cantonment at lli neo l a , L . I. , IT. Y. , where I was detailed 
while i n the ser vice, similar symptoms were produced in men , 
when they were pl aced i n closed chambers--decreased pressure 
tanks - -which were large enough to accor.omodt<.te six men . ona 
individual was s ubjected t o dimi nishi ng barometri c pressure as 
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the air vms drawn out gradually by a suct i on pump . '!~he others 
re c orded various observati ons as to the behavior of the i ndividua l 
under the condition. ~he observers were supplied with oxygen 
t anks as a reserve supply. The :p ressure wi thin these tanks was 
regulated from the outside by an attendant. These air-tight 
chambers were designed and supervised by Lieut. Pierce, 1:Ie. jor 
( prof. ) Edvmrd schne i der of Colorado college and prof . Henders on 
of Yale. r t was noted that the effects of decreas ed pressure 
w~ very similar t o intoxication . Likewise, it a ffect eo. 
different individuals in different ways. The more prominent 
features observed were: 
1. vomiting. 
2. Absen ce of self restraint. 
3 . Inabili t~T to perform any task which required 
accurate cerebral processes. 
Great precautions have t o be taken in the mani pula tion of thes e 
tanks . TOO great reduction of the baromet ric pressure or too 
sudden a change i n the barometric pressure would be dangerous . 
often , the individual subjected to the experiment would become 
un conscious. I have see n cases v;here a twenty minute period 
was required to restore the sub ject . To illustrate t he o.emand 
f or ca r eful regula t i on of t he pres s ure tank, I will cite one 
example: 
A captain of t he Unit ed States Ar my was the subject. 
He has been subjected to a baromet ric pressure corre sponding 
to eighteen thousand feet elevation from sea level. ',!lhe 
at t endant regulating the pressure from the outside carelessly 
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increased t he pressure suffici ent l y to suddenly place the 
snbject un(ler barometric c ondi tionc corresponding to sixteen 
t housand feet elevation . The j_!runediate result vras that t h e 
pressure in the inner ear was unequalized which caused suf-
ficient pe,in to nea rly prostr1:1.te the subj ect. rrhe attendant 
.... ~ ~ 
was immeo.ia.tely signa lled by the observ ers within, thro11 the 
glass window, to restore the barometric pressure to that of 
normal sea level as rapi dl y as i t could safely be uccor~rplished. 
r;:he captain 1.•ra s remove d. from the t anY:. He was suffering 
intense pain . If the unequalized pressure existing in the 
inner ea r were the only factor, that could have been remedied 
short l y by rapid swallowi ng movements but due to the lack of 
oxygen which he had been subjected to, he was unable to com-
prebend the simple i nstruction given him. I n i ndividuals who 
are subjected to oxygen 1ant, the lack of oxygen cause s the 
production of poisonous mate rials , whi ch affect the brain with 
the re st1lting symr)toms previous ly stated and the inabili t;>r to 
control cerebral processes. These tox ic substances were, with-
out doubt, the product~ of i mcomplete oxidation ; but it is 
difficu l t to sayx how far these were pr oduced in the brain and 
hov1 f ar they vrere ca rriod to it in the bl ood. rt must be borne 
in mind t hat Bohr has determined tha t with l ungs of a given 
size, the li~iting pressure ( i . ~. the lowest pressure of oxygen 
consistent with normal function) varies direct l y with the number 
of c. c. of oxygen which must be absorped. 
I n the case of an individua l who remains at a high 
alti tude. the symr)toms disappear i n a day or two and even 
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muscular exera~se may be indulged in after a while without 
ill effects. 
Changes take place in both the circulatory and respiratory 
systems which bring about the adaptation of the body to the 
new atmospheric conditions. 
In the first place, lactic acid passes into the 
blood stream due to the lack of oxygen. Lactic acid 
stimulates the respiratory center and the breathing becomes 
deeper, with the result that the partial pressure of car-
bonic acid in the alveoli decreases and that of oxygen 
rises. When the alveolar oxygen pressure is low, as is 
the case of high altitudes, even a small rise in the 
partial pressure of oxygen appreciably increases the extent 
to vmich haemoglobin can be saturated with oxygen as the 
blood passes through the lungs. To illustrate this, let 
us suppose alveolar pressure of the oxygen rises from 
40 m. m. Hg, to 45 m. m. Hg. Then the saturation of 
haemoglobin may be increased from 70% to 75%. 
Th~e.. is also an acce~ation of the heart resulting in a more 
rapid transfer of the blood through the llmgs and round 
the body. 
Hence, the blood takes up more oxygen in the lungs, and 
accomplishes its passage from the lnngs to the ti&ues more 
rapidly. The presence of lactic acid also assists the 
dissociation of oxyhaemoglobin in the capillaries; thereby, 
placing more oxygen at the disposal of the tissues. 
In the second place , in the case of an indnvidual 
who rerrains at a high altitude for a long period, a. more 
gradual compensatory process takes place. In such cases~ 
the number of red corpuscles actually increases and the 
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percentage of haemoglobin in the blood increases also. 
Hence the oxygen carrying capacity becomes greater. For ex-
ample, experiments show tbat at altitudes of 15,000 feet 
the percentage of haemoglobin wi 11 rise from 115 to 150 or 
more in a few weeks. Upon the return of such a subject to a 
low level, the percentage of haemoglobin falls rapidly to 
normal. 
t.ett  ~ ad.QptahtLit~ The ~ap:ta:MQ"n~~. of individuals to high altitudes 
varies. In many cases the supply of oxygen to the tissues 
is barely suffic i.ent during rest. Exercise, in such 
instances, leads to an inadequate oxygen supply to the 
tissues and the symptoms of mountain sickness occur. In a 
trained individual, these symptoms do not occur as easily 
as in an untrained person, since the former uses his 
muscles more economically, thereby reducing his demands for 
oxygen. 
S,xercise increases the amount of ox~rgen 
required by the tissues. For example; Zuntz, while resting 
and fasting on Monte Rosa required only 259 c.c. of oxygen 
per minute; and when in the act of climbing ,he required 
1329 c. c. of oxygen per minute. Evidently, while resting, 
Zuntz could have remained in comfort at an altitude at 
which the pressure of oxygen in his alveoli was very low. 
But the oxygen was insufficient to allow wor k to be done by 
him. The alveolar presmlre depends on two factors,-namely, 
on the bar ometri·c pressure and on the nature of the 
. 
respirations. The deeper the respiration, the nearer the 
alveolarcoxygen presmlre approaches the atmospheric pressure. 
In other words, the oxygen pressure in the a~vemli is 
incre,ased by deep breathing. 
So it was shown by experimentation at the u. s. 
Government Research Laboratory where I assis t ed in the 
experimenting while in the service ( and by stati tics on 
mountain climbing, that the men who take deep respiration 
normally can tolerate higher ~lt(~ tu~e.s tb.~n i~.P?E_sib1e.fo_;._---*"' T~~~~~ iAL ~\·· 
shallow breathers to endure. ~ · ~ ~ L~- 1--~~~ ~k:ru~-~~La··\o 
The following table illustrates this by observations on ~
-t;-~  
three different subjects: afi·
Height ~-
in Metres ~ 1 :] 
No. of at which 
c .. c. of air respiration distress ~ 
Per inspiration Per minute was felt 
Fi rst individual- - - - - 270- -- - - -- 20 -- --- - 3300 
Second ,, - -- - - - 440 - - - - - - -----14 -- - -- -- --6000 
Third .. -- - - -- 700 - - - - - --- - - 8 - --- - - -·- - -6500 
Considering that no form of adaptation took place, the 
pressures of oxygen in the puii.Jmonary alveoli at various 
altitudes would be as follows: (approximately) 
Sea Level 100 m. m. 
10,000 ft. elevation 59 m. m. 
15,000 ft. 
" 
38 m. m. 
At 59 m. m. the arterial blood is about 85% saturated with 
oxygen, but at 38 m. m. of pressure, it is only 66% satura ted. 
This explains to a considerable degree the appearance o£ the 
symptoms of the so-called mountain sickness. Outside of 
the possible advantageous results throu gh "training '', 
adaptation of the bg·d.y to ·:hi gh alt i tudes tak es place in t wo 
ways, each of which tends to bring more oxygen into a given 
quantity of blood. 
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~t' . I. By raising the alveoll.: pressure of oxygen higher . 
than the figures stated above. 
II. By increasing the quantity of haemoglobin in the 
blood. 
This rise in alveolar oxygen pressure is accomplished by rapid 
breathing which is the result of the respiratory center being 
stimulated by anacid formation if the respiration slows down. 
More oxygen and less carbonic acid was found in the alveolar 
air and in the blood than would be otherwise. 
Results in this case average: 
Sea Level - 100 m. m. 
10,000 ft. elevation 65 m. m. 
15,000 n If 52 m. m. 
The chief difference is at the greatest altitude. The alveolar 
oxygen pressure in the first case, at an elevation of 15,000 
ft. was , 38 m. m. of mercury, while in this case, it is 52 m.m. 
Hence, the blood could become SO% saturated instead of 66%. 
Since the rate at which the blood becomes oxygenated is 
directly proportional to the oxygen pressure, the difference 
between 38 m. m. and 52 m. m. pressure is very beneficial. 
In regard to the increase of haemoglobin in the blood, 
considerable may be said. The number of corpuscles per 
cubic m. m. in human blood increases at high altitudes. 
During balloon ascents, the number increases rapidly. This 
is not due to a fresh formation of blood but to excessive 
secretion of lymph resulting in a concentration of the blood. 
In individuals who remain at high altitudes for some time 
(example, a month) , there is an actual increase in corpuscular 
formation. This is shown by the appearance of nucleated 
corpuscles thrust into the blood by the bone marrow. Iron 
is increased in the blood and reduced in amount in the liver. 
After a period of training, the individual can per-
form the same mountain climb with a less degree of metabolism~ 
A trained person has no unnecessary weight and consequently 
manipulates his muscles to better advantage. For example, 
consider the results obtained by an experiment in which an 
untrained town-dweller, a partially trained tourist, and an 
Alpine porter took part. Every unit of energy spent in work 
demanded a total expenditure of energy of seven units in the 
case of the untrained town-dweller, five un i ts in the case of 
.3 . :3 
the partially trained tourist, and only ~units in the case 
of the Alpine porter. It is plain, that the last individual 
needs less oxygen and could reach heights at which he would 
have a corres p:mdingly lower alveolar oxygen t ension. 
If the circulation through the respiratory center is 
interferred with, such as experienced by cerebral haemorrhage 
or circulatory failure; or, if the absorption o:f oxygen is 
interferred with by a diminished barometric pressure, the 
occurrence of Cheyne - Stokes breathing is easily explained. 
Haldane and Douglas have shown this peculiar type of respiration 
to result at high altitudes. ~heyne -Stokes breathing may 
be removed by administering oxygen or carbonic acid. Cheyne-
stokes breathing is dependent on oxygen want. ThfSform of 
breathing has the following characteristics. After an 
apnoeic pause (apnoea is the inhibition of the respiratory 
movements which is due usually to a fall in carbonic acid 
tension in blood 'Nhich occurs whenever the ventilation of 
the lungs is increased without a similar rise in carbonic 
' 
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or lactic acid production in the body. It may be brought 
about in man by VQluntary forced breathing), respiration 
begins, the breaths are shallow and gradually increase to 
maximum depth. Then they dd.minish and ultimately cease and 
are succeeded by an apnoeic period. As previously intimated, 
the phenomenon is caused by a lack of oxygen in the blood. 
When breathing is forced for a time, the carbonic acid tension 
falls in the alveolar air, resulting in prolonged apnoea. 
Meanwhile, the oxygen tension in the blood diminishes and 
the supply to the respiratory center is inadequate. Con-
sequently lactic acid fo r ms and with the car~onic acid, 
stimulates the respiratory center. The carbonic acid tension 
alone was insufficient.. Respiration commences again and the 
oxygen thereby taken through the lungs ±nto the blood 
oxidizes the lactic acid. Sim11ltaneously, deeper breuthing 
removes carbon!ic acid surplus from the lungs. Consequently, 
the chemical stimulus to respiration disappears a gain, re-
sulting in the dimin~tion of breaths with final cessation. 
With the next apnoeic pa~se, the blood again becomes 
deficient in oxygen, and a fresh formation of lactic acid 
occurs in the respiratory center. 
Changes in the gaseous constitution of the air 
breathed produce marked effects on respiration. A moderate 
increase of co2 in the air breathed {up to 4fo) causes a 
proportional increase in the ventilation of the lungs; thereby, 
maintaining the normal carbon dioxide tension in the alveoli. 
The effect is the same whether the mixture breathed contains 
eighteen or fifty per cent~ of oxygen . This fact indicates 
that the slight diminution in oxygen content caused by mixing 
air with C02 is not responsible for the effect. If the 
air content is fifteen per cent. carbon dioxide, the 
b irritant effects of co2 produces glott:ic spasms inhi~iting _ 
inhalation. Air content which ranges thirty or forty per 
cent. causes convulsions, failure of the circulation and 
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resp i ration and death. Moderate amolmts of co2 increases 
respiration and a rise of blood pressure. This is due some-
what to vascular constriction and par:tly to increased output 
fro m the heart. The blood pressure curve with 40% co 2 is 
similiar to the curve produced by a lack of oxygen. 
Oxygen itself produces no excitatory eff ects on 
the respiratory movements. The increase of the oxygen tens ion 
in the air breathed above normal will not produce any 
alteration in respiration since the depth and frequency of 
respiration are determined by the c a rbon dioxide tension in 
the alveoli. The alveolar oxygen tension at normal 
atmos pheric pressure is 107 m. m. Hg. This is sufficient to 
saturate the haemoglobin passing through the lung vessels. 
In a healthy individual the respiratory movements 
will remain unchanged in an atmosphere of pure oxygen. But an 
increase of pressure to four atmospheres will cause death as 
r apidly as if the indiv1i:.dual were in an atmos phere of pure 
Nitrogen. Cont i nual exposure to an oxygen pressure of t wo 
atmospheres will set up severe inflammation of the lungs. 
Experimentation upon individuals by means of 
especially designed breathing machines at the U. S .• Army 
Research Laboratory, shows tbat when a man breathed a 
mixture of Nitrogen and Oxygen free from carbon dio x ide, 
although the oxygen w~s gradually diminished , no'want of 
breath' feeling was experienced. Vlith as low as t welve per 
cent. oxygen content of the air breathed, no change in 
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breathing was noticed with exception of a slight blueness of the 
lips and face, due to defici~t oxygenation of the blood. Gre a ter 
diminution produced slight hyperpnoea but no other ill effects. un-
consciousness would suddenly appear, Oxygen supplied in low percent-
age 10% of an atmosphere) causes the subject to suffer discomfort. 
The signs of oxygen lack are a severe headache, vomiting , nausea, 
and ~n uncomfortable feeling in the precordial region. The limit 
to which oxygen pressure may be reduced, varries. The type of the 
respiratory movements is important here for the depth of respiration 
is dependent upon the relation of the oxygen tension in inspired 
air and in the alveoli. Life is not possible if the alveolar 
oxygen tension is below thirty m. m. of Hg. These experimental 
phenomena due to low oxygen tension are demonstrated in low pressure 
chambers and are very characteristic of mountain sickness which 
ensues ·at high altitudes. 
This table will illustrate the diminution in atmospheric 
\.... 
pressure at various altitudes: 
~LTITUDES /ABOVE SEA BAROMETER IN PER CENT OF AN 
LJ EVEL. IN FEET (in M. M. Hg. ATr.ITOSPHERE 
~round. numbers) 
' 
. 
' 
0 760 100 
--
3000 670 88 
6000 593 
-
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' 9000 524 69 
12000 - 463 61 
15000 410 54 
18000 357 47 
21000 320 42 
64 .73 • 
Of course, mountain sickness occurs at much lower altitudes 
than the appearance of symptoms under exp erimental condit i ons; 
since, in addition to oxygen lack, there is an increased con-
sumption of oxygen, owing to the necessarily involved muscular 
exercise of mountain climbing. Besides, if the co2 tension in 
the alveoli is kept constant, a gre:.at.er volume of alveolar air 
must consist of carbon dioxide. At high altitudes, there must 
be a diminution in alveolar oxygen tension, since diminished oxygen 
tension does not - wi thin wide limits - excite a corresponding 
increase in the respiratory movements. The following diminution 
i n tension table is taken f ro m data compiled by Zuntz ~i~ series 
of observations carried out on himself and co-workers at different 
localities. 
Heij\,t AL\Je_o Lar oo<_ T e_ N .5'\oN a bo e_ o,_ S e.a.Le.ve.L 
il\1 T eNSill/'l 
~~t or Ir-~t\\~ ·14u.a\. 
I l-,il' 
I 1\ b c.. '::D E F 
BERLIN 1700 157 105 101 - 105 103 104 
-· 
BRIENZ 1500 148 84.5 94 80 88 86 91 
BRI :EI:TZER ROTHOR, 6390 121 68 66 64 62 I 66 71 
I 
1 
COL d'OLEN 8700 110 57 -
-
60 68 68 
! 
MONTE ROSA 13680 89 - 46 49 61 37 57 
In the last cas e, on ll.[onte Rosa, a ll of the inc1ivid.-ua ls 
were suffering from mountain sickness . In cons equence of an 
oxygen want, the oxygen supply to the heart is inadequate. Therefore 
a tendency of the circulation to fail is noted , especi ally when 
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any muscular activity is attempted. Co-ordinated muscular 
movements are impossible because of the failure of judge-
ment due to the oxygen starvation of the brain. These 
symptoms do not usually change until death results. Hence, 
there must be a means by which respiration is modified to 
obtain enough oxygen to sustain the lowered requirements 
of the body even in the presence of oxygen starvation. 
Adaptation does result. Persons who remain at 
great altitudes are - after an acclimatization period -
able to precisely execute their work by properly co-
ordinated muscular movements . The joint action of the two 
chief respiratory stimulants - lactic acid and ·carbonic 
acid• as well as the co 2 tension of the blood, tends to 
raise the hydrion concentration of the blood. This result 
is an increase in lung ventilation. 
Rapid adaptation is obtainable by means of the 
circulation-. I found this to be true even in the subjects 
experimented upon at the Research r~aboratory at Mineola, 
L. I., liT. Y. Here the individuals were placed in gas 
chambers and subjected to gradually lowered pressures. 
7i 
A deficient passage of oxygen from the alveoli to the blood 
is accownodated for by increasing the rapidity of the cir-
culation which is effected by a quickening of the pulse-rate. 
This table ind.i cates changes in pulse-rate caused 
by exposure to varying pressures (rarit y of atmosphere) 
in gas chambers. 
PRESSURE 
720 
650 
424 
7.) 
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PULSE 
64 
72 
84 
Evidently, the entire adaptation to conditions of changed 
alveolar co2 tension is by means of the circulation in 
individuals in whom no lowering of this tension is observable. 
For example, in trained Alpine climbers_, this pulse quickening 
is noted. Moreover, when adaption does not occur, the failure 
is most marked in the circulation. Therefore, severe moun-
tain sickness symptoms are similar to those in connection 
with rapid heart failure. For example, in either case, the 
presence of a dilated heart, cyanosis, muscular weakness, 
vomiting, mental torpor, inco-ordination and delirium are 
noted. 
Cheyne - Stokes breathing, previously explained, in-
variably occurs at high altitudes and. indicates a disturbance 
of the central nervous system. 
The diminution in oxygen tension in a rarefied atmos phere 
causes a corresponding diminution in the degree of s a turation 
of the haemoglobin of the blood. a.'!' e. The changes ~ felt 
immediately by the blood-forming organs. 
A change to a low atmospheric pressure region is accompanied 
by an increase in the blood corpuscles due to the blood con-
centration and reduction ef its plasma. However, due to the 
increased activity of the blood-forming organs, it is found 
that after a stay of a month a~t a great height, the corpuscles 
and haemoglobin are increased. An examination of the blood 
of individuals who live at various altitudes, produce 
. 
this 
table showing the average number of red corpuscles per 
cu. m. m. of blood. 
HEIGHT ABOVE SEA RED CORPUSCLES 
LEVEL IN FEET 
PHRISTIANIA 0 4,970,000 
ZURICH 1236 5,752,000 
IDAVOS 4680 6,551,000 
~ROSA 5400 7,000,000 
CORDILLERAS 13176 8,000,000 
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The limit to the power of adaptation varies in 
different individuals. Probably no individual can become 
permanently adapted to remain at an altitude of over 15,000 
feet. It is next to the impossible for any i ndividual to 
reach the hi ghest points in the Himalayas without artificial 
means, such as the inhalation of pure oxygen. Some of the 
Himalayas approach the height attained by Tissandier with 
his two companions in his famous balloon accent of 28,000 
feet. On this occasion, two of the party succumbed, althou gh 
oxygen inhalation was used. 
Residence at high altitudes is also accompanied by 
an increased assimilation of nitrogen since the stimulating 
effect of oxygen want on blood~forming organs extends also 
to the muscular system. So the beneficial res ults of a 
71 
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mountain excursion or holiday are explained by the fact that 
for a while the nitrogen output is 1 '9SS than the intake re-
sulting in an actual building up of new tissues. The 
individual's condition is similar to that of a growing animal. 
The nitrogen of the atmosphere is purely an inert gas and 
plays no part in the body metabolism. So also, hydrogen and 
methane are indifferent gases. These gases may be breathed if 
mixed with twenty per cent. of O~Jgen, and either pf them maybe 
used instead of nitrogen to dilute oxygen without harm. 
THE RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM TO HIGH ALTITUDES 
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SECTION II 
The remainder of this paper will be devoted 
rather more definitely to specific experiments than 
section one. 
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I wi 11 first attempt to explain and draw con-
clusions from the physiological observations following 
descent from Pike's Peak to Colorado Springs, for 
which experimentation, we are indebted to Major Edw. c. 
Schneider of the U. S. Army and his co-workers. 
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SECTION II 
PART I 
This immediate discussion will follow the changes in 
the b load, circulation and respiration of a man, -
:Mr. Howard H. Robi,son, the manager of the Summit House on 
Pike's Peak, who has lived from May to November at an 
altitude of 14,109 feet for seventeen consecutive years. 
Most experimentation has previously been on subjects who 
have remained only a short time at high altitud~s,- for 
example, a few weeks. This case deals with an individual 
who had become permanently acclimated and who is a man 
of athletic physique, excellent habits and very active. 
Observations were made on him for several days be-
fore he left the Peak ( 14,000 ft.) and then continued on 
the morning following his descent to Colorado Springs 
( 6000 ft. altitude). Examinations were made at the same 
hour each day to avoid the otherwise mecessary consideration 
of daily rhythms. Observations continued for ten wee ks. 
Then for a month and a half, Mr. Robison spent his time at 
San Antonia, Texas, which is at sea level. He was than 
mlbjected to further observations. Mr. Robihson also 
spent several weeks at Lamar which is about 5,765 feet,-CL 
~~lhe LessL than Colorado Springs. This was previous to his 
descent to sea level. 
Observations were made frequently in regard to 
changes in the blood of ~.1r. Robison. Special notice was 
dl 
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taken of changes in the percentage of haemoglobin, number 
of red corpuscles, total oxygen capacity, total vol1~e 
of the blood and the specific gravity of the blood. 
Changes in Robison's blood following his descent 
were,"" in general, the same as the data compiled by Douglas, 
Haldane, Henderson, and Schneid.er in the English -.fu"'lerican 
Pike's Peak Expedition of 1911. There was an almost 
iwaediate reduction in the percentage of haemoglobin which 
fell in 2 days to 110%, which is the normal for an altitude 
of 6000 ft. There was also a distinct decrease in the 
total oxygen capacity of the blood. The blood volume in-
creased for some 10 -15 days• following descent after which 
it returned to normal for the lower altitude. In general, 
the changes in Robison occurred much more slowly than 
above data of the English- American Expedition. 
Sometime within the ten weeks, Robison destroyed a surplus 
of 98 grams of haemoglobin. This is calculated by ap plying 
Hiifner's value that the amount of oxygen which combines with 
one gram of haemoglobin is 1.34 c.c. and there were 822 
grams of haemoglobin in Robison !l s blood on Pike's Peak. The 
reduction in the number of red corpuscles and in the specific 
gravity of the blood are roughly paralled with the other 
blood changes. 
The total oxygen capacity and blood volume were 
determined by the CO method of Haldane and Lorraine Smith. 
The samples were then titrated in duplicate with a 
standardised carmine solution against a north light. The 
Haldane - Gower haemoglobinometer was used to determine the 
percentage of haemoglobin. A Thoma-Zeiss haemocytometer 
• 
,P~ 
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was used to make blood counts. 
The percentage of haemoglobin in the blood decreased 
very slowly after the descent from Pike's Peak, falling from 
148 to 132 in 30 days and to 122 during the following six 
weeks. 
The number of red corpuscles. dec:reased from 7. 7 to 
7.0 millions; the specific gravity of the blood from 1.073 
to 1.067. 
The total volume of the blood showed an increase of 5. 4 per 
cent on the sixth day and a maximum.7.5 per cent on the 
30th day. 
The total oxygen capacity of the blood did not alter the 
first six days. At the end of the third week. it had 
i't ha<\ c\e!'-re.aseA.-decreased 4.3 per cent and at the end of 10 weeks,.."to 11.9 
per cent. 
Observations were made on the arterial pressure and 
pulse-rate of Robison at widely separated periods during six 
years. Results showed that the arterial pressure remained 
normal. The indication is that long _"ffi esidence at high altitudes 
does not alter the efficiency of heart action and circulation. 
The following table was made for arterial pressure while the 
subject was resting in a sitting posture.. The range is as 
follows~ 
Systolic Pressure Diastolic Pulse 
Pressure :Pres s-ure 
On Pike's Peak 106 to 122 mm 75 to 86 mm 26 to 38 mm 
In Colorado Springsll4 to 126 mm 80 to 90 mm 28 to 39 mm 
A marked slowing of the pulse rate followed 
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Robison's descent to Colorado Springs. The pulse rate on 
Pike's Peak was about 82. The first day after des cent it 
remained at 60 and later accelerated to 70. 
Benedict and Higgins showed that the puls e-rate at 
sea-level in normal individuals breathing oxygen-rich 
mixtures is less tban when breathing ordinary air. Parkinson 
also suggests that the blood can take up more oxygen, when an 
excess is present. Hence, the heart muscle is better supplied 
with oxygen , works to better advantage and supplies the 
tissues with fewer beats. Evidently, the reaction o~ an 
organism to high altitudes is in large part due to an oxygen 
deficine~y. Hence, a beneficial result in regard to heart 
action is expected when O~Jgen is administered. There was 
less oxygen available for oxidative processes in the blood 
at 14,000 ft. as shoym by the dark color of the blood when 
drawn for examination. This was illustrated by several 
experiments on Robison. The breathing of an oxygen-rich 
mixture slowed the heart-rate from 82 to 64 per minute on 
Pike's Peak, but after the descent, it did not alter ·the rate 
for ten week s. Later at the lower altitude a slight re-
duction in the pulse rate was obtai ned with oxygen. As 
~hss FitzGeralEl has shown, the symptoms of oxygen deficiency 
at high altitudes are due , not to the amount of oxygen in the 
arterial blood, but to the partial pressure of this gas in 
the blood. When excess oxygen was administered, the heart-
rate was reduced. 
The observations on lung ventilation and respiration 
agree in general with data compiled by the English-American 
Pike's Peak Expedition. 
Lung ventilation for those dwelling at high altitudes 
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is greater than t r.JB. t of individuals livin g at sea-level. The 
volume of fresh air inhaled .per minute during rest i s 
regulated to keep the partial pressure of co2 in the alveolar 
air constant. This was dis cussed previously in Section I. -
Therefore, the co2 alveolar air content is the index of lung 
ventilation. A diminution of alveolar co2 pressure indicates 
an increase in lung ventilation. Whereas, an increase in 
co2 means a reduction in the alveolar oxygen pressure. The 
alveolar co2 pressure required to excite the respiratory 
center did not alter immediately in the case of Mr.Robison. 
After 24 hours it began to rise and increased slowly for 
thiry days, at which time it was above the normal for 
Colorado Springs. It returned later to the normal. For more 
than three weeks the amount of lung ventilation was excessive 
f or the altitude of 6000 feet. Robison readjusted his 
breathing on returning to Colorado Springs from a six month'f3 
residence at 14,000 ft. more slowly than men who remained 
only a brief period at a high altitude. 
Mosso found on Monte Rosa that the power to voluntarily 
hold the breath was less at high altitudes. Robison held 
his breath on Pike's Peak for 25 to 28 seconds; whereas, 
in Colorado SpringE!. he was able to do so for 46 to 56 seconds/ 
This indicates that the power to hold the breath was reduced 
one . -half. 
It is the 90pular belief that a prolonged residence 
at high altitude i:ncreases the chest size. Mosso showed that 
the vital capacity actually diminishes. Robison showed 
practically no change. Evidently, the vi tal capacity and_ chest 
measurements are not greater than those of men of similar 
physique at sea - level. 
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SECTION II 
I'ART II 
I now purpose to deal, at considerable lene;th, on the 
circulation of the blood in man at hi gh alti tudes from 
observations of the pulse rate, arterial, capillary and 
venous pressures. Two elevations will be treated S..hiefly. 
Tha t of six thousand feet and also, as a method of comparison, 
I will consider an elevation of 14 ,000 feet. 
The eff ects of l ow barometric pressure upon men lea ding 
an inactive life museularly; then conditions produced 1mder 
mod era te activity; and finally, the inf luence of strenous 
exercise will all be stu dieel. The experimentation in t h is 
country was carried on at Colorado Springs and on Pike's 
Peake. The chief subjects were Havens, Schneider, and Sisco. 
ha.\/e.. be.e.t-t 
Other data included here 1§" drawn from European sources. 
It seems that many discrepancies have appeared in 
ear lier records of altitude studies due to different livin g 
conditions such as restricted and unsatisfactory diet, poor 
ventilation, poor beds, etc. However, the conditions f or 
experimentation in t he two localities referred to, are 
excep tional ly admirable. Here the sub ,je cts were conveyed to 
the smrLrn i t by a co g-•\'ITheel railway so that no exertion of 
mountain climbing enters as a factor, wh1 ch"i n itself, 
quickens the pulse rate. 
Zuntz and co-worl{ers offer records which contain the 
following fig1rres. A consideration of the pulse rate averages 
P6 
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at Brienz (1640 feet) and at Rothorn (7052 feet) and the 
averages at Capamma Regina Margherita (14,965 feet) on the 
summit of Monte Rosa, indicates the percentage of acceleration 
for Gaspari to be 20.:3; for Loewy 28.6, Zuntz 28.9, and Kolmer 
35. Dwing and Kolmer, the morning following the a$cent of 
Monte Rosa from Col d '1 Olen (9360 feet) found the pulse rate 
for Rainer to be 97, Heichel 92, Durig 87, and Kolmer 89. 
Further acceleration eontinued for from one to three days and 
then decreased. The pulse never fell to normal sea-level 
for the indivi.dual. Experimentation on Pike's Peak show 
similar results. In general, the pulse rate increa sed for a 
fortnight ancl.. then deereased but never to sea-level normal. 
One exceptional case was found in that of Haldane during the 
English .... American Pi1[e' s Peak Expedition. His pulse rate 
actually decreased ancl at the end of a few weeks• it was be-
low his normal at sea -·level • 
.At moderately high levels, for example 6000 feet, 
persons do not shov1 any augmenta tion of the cardiac rate. 
Three individuals travelling by train from Colorado Springs to 
the summit of Pike's Peak noted no acceleration of the pu lse-
rate during the entire journey. The rates were 60,64 and 70. 
Hov1ever, moderate exercise after arrival at the top produced . a 
great increase. For example, the carrying of two moderately 
loaded suit-cases 120 feet, produced an increase in pulse-rate 
from 7 3 to 104. Walking - ~n ·_hour later - 350 paces at the 
rate of 3 miles per hour accelerated it from 80 to 120. 
However, the effect was not so lasting as after vigorous enough 
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exercise to produce a similar increase at a low altitude. 
All three individuals developed headaches which lasted from 
one to three days. 'I'he acceleration of the heart-rate in-
creased moderately day by day, reaching a maximum of 18 to 
21 per cent increase on the fifth or last day • . This moderate 
acceleration in contrast with data compiled by Durig and 
Kolmer is explained by the fact tbat these obs ervers ascended 
quietly by train; whereas, the latter pair · climbed the 
mountain on foot. In this experiment, one individual -
Prof. Schneider, was mountain sick. As a result his pulse-
rate accelerated 46.6% by the first morning and slowed down 
day by day. On the last morning (the fi f th) it was only 
17.3% above normal. About six months later Schneider again 
went up the Peak by train. His avera ge pulse in Colorado 
Spring s on the four previous mornings was 62. On each of 
the four mornings following his ascent, his rate was 88, 72, 
74, and 76. 
To show the acceleration and variation in pulse-
rate due to high altitudes,- at least in three inclividuals, 
I insert the following table from Major Schneider's own 
data,-
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~ PUJ~SE RATE 1:VHIIP S'RATED 
HAVENS SCHNEIDER SISCO 
,' Colo. l'J..ke s CoTo . PJ..Ke's lrolo. PJ..Ke's 
Springs J'eak Springs Peak Spring s Peak 
\fl:EANt"'Rea~i N~~ 70 ·!::!0 76 lffi OB '{b 
Ta~eN oN 1"hl'e.e. 
.O. A fS>U.~6. S!lo i ll'e.. N\IPN i ~:~~ 
~HHIMUM 56 60 64 78 58 60 
jMA.."X: II'IIDM 88 92 86 100 82 86 
Ilm9 HN r:e .._!S;s 
b . --="'=--"'<T fflo-3::- 53.3 34.4 2e.e ~ 43.3 ~~-:: ~ rn T_Ct;rjg. 
Ordinarily the pulse rate does not accelerate 
immediately on arrival at a high altitude of say - -14,000 feet. 
Several days are required to reach the maximum. 
Moderate exertion then induces great, but brief, acceleration. 
In cases of mountain sickness, the individual's pulse-rate 
augments rapidly, retarding on recovery, to high altitude normal; 
In comparison with eff ects at low altitudes, it may be said tha t 
the dail mean pulse rate for a subject in sitting posture, whil-e-
... 
rapid, shows about the same proportionate increase as the 
ea rly morning rate does, compared with rates at the lower 
altitudes. The daily fluctuation of the heart dU-e ·-to illy defined 
causes is about the same range at low and high altitudes. 
In regard to the effect of high altitudes on arterial 
pressures, some individuals show an increase, some no change , 
and even ot ~ers a decrease. There is a great lack of uniformi ty 
in obtainable data. Several observers have attempted to 
compile records. Out of 9 men who clim~d Pike's Peak and remained 
J. 
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on the summit for 7 d.ays; eight showed a fal l in their 
systolic and diastolic p ressures of low altitude but five 
of the decreases were very slieht. The 9th man had a 
higher systolic pressure. Dwire ancl Kolmer also compi led 
uniform data in their expedition to r.1onte Rosa . Schneider 
u_-sed an ~rlanger sph~r&manometer in making records on the 
nine men cite~ above. Kolmer use d a Gaertner tonometer. 
Fuchs , experimenting on himself, on Monte Rosa used a Riva 
Rocci Sphygmonanometer. Al l investigators obta ined uniform 
results . ~.1 oreover, the English-American Pike's Peak 
Expediti on used a Tye os sphygmomanometer and their data in-
dicates, as did the experimentation with a Tyc os instrume~t 
at the u. s . Army Research Lab. in 1918, that the systolic 
pressures we r e less than under ordtna r~r barometric pressure 
but they vve re not constant and so sli ght as to fall within 
the errors of observation. 
In 1913 , experiments we re carried on at Pike 's Peak 
in an endeavor t o ge t uniform results. To detect the 
systolic pressure, the ab rupt separation of the ascending 
and descend ing strokes of the puls e record were used, a s 
recommended lJy Erlanger. At the samt time , note was made of 
the return of the p"t;_lse wave at the wrist . Nearly a hundred 
young men of Colorad.o Colle ge were used to determine the 
average systolic pressure for that altitude of six thousand 
feet. ~.se. we.-r•e.. Th1!6 data .,_, used to compare with other results of 
higher altitude. The average for over 80% of the 100 men 
was less than 120 rajm . 
The data ol)tained on pulse pr essure is o:f special 
interest. This is taken as the difference between the systolic 
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and diastolic arterial pressure and is usually considered 
as evidence of the volume of the systolic discharge or 
size of the heart strokes. The data1Douglas, Hdldane, 
Henderson, and Schneider indicate that in most persons the 
pulse pressure cloes not definitely al tir at h i gh altitudes. 
/ 0 
If a chane;e do es OC(~ur , the s ame individual invaria1)l y shows 
a sli eht decrease in the output of the heart. Hence, it 
seems tha t in most healthy i nc1ividuals at hi gh altitudes, 
the artArial pre s sures are unchanged. Some men experience 
a moderate decrease in the s ystolic and pnlse r re ssure , the 
dias tolic re maining mo re constant. 
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SECTION II 
PART II l 
In the study of venous pressure, a modification of 
the Hooker and E>Jster instrument is used. The instrument i s 
~M. 
a cylindrical glass box 5 ens. in diameter and 1.8 em. in 
height. 'rhe top is a thin watch ~lass · cemented to a narrow 
thin metal band whjch is cemented to the e;lass cylinder. The 
metal lJand has a tube entering it which connects the chamo er 
wi th a manometer and also has at t o cbment·S for the binding 
ta:res which ho ld the instrument in pl ace on the arm. over 
the lower end of t h e cylinder a thin metal band is cemented 
and a metal collar 4 m.m. wide holds the rubber sheet in pla ce. 
The rubber sheet is easily placed in position, and should 
leaks occur around the band ·these are readily close tl ,;vith 
rubber cement or balBam, after vrhj ch the ins trnment is rea dy 
for constant use for several months. For use n rectangula r 
opening is cut in the rubber covering of the bottom. The 
box is connected with a wa ter manometer and rubber pressure 
bulb so that the preBsure is transmitted direct l y to the 1Jox 
and manometer. The :instrument can be easily p l aced on the 
arm so that it does not exert pressure on the veins. Venous 
pressure determinations are usually made with the jnstrument 
on the back of the hand or wrist. Pres81ue is then applied 
r~pidly until the vein collapses. The manometer is now read 
by an assistant or b y the subject of experimentation. ~ressure 
is th~n lowered and a gain ap~lied. The result is taken as 
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the mean of 10 to 15 readings. Venous Pressure at 6000 feet 
was shovm "by Schneider to be 2 to 16 em. of water, whi ch is 
the same as Hooker's results at Baltimore (sea level). on 
Pike's Peak (14,000 ft.) a precentage of fall was noted in 
the venous pressure of Mimro, Sisco, Eager, and Havens but no 
change occurred in Schneider. Sisco's p ressure was , at one 
ta..te. .. 
time 3 em. below atmospheric pressure. Mimro, ~ · 1 L£' ; 
sh~wed a negative venous pressure. 
In 1913, Henderson and Barringer showed that the 
venous pressure determines the extent of filling of the rj.ght 
ventricle and is thus the principle f a ctor controlling the 
volume of the arterial blood stream. These investigators 
also showed that a venous pressure above what they called the 
critical venous pressure will not increase the diastolic fill-
ing of the ventricle; i. e~ the heart will begin to beat with 
a maximal ef ficiency for a given rate when the critical venous 
pressure is reached. 
The normal intrathoracic negative pressure in ex-
piration at sea-level is at least 60 m m. of water and in in-
spiration 100 m m. or more. In most cas es , the ven ous 
, 
pressure is always positive and even in those in whi ch it is 
ne gative at times, it is positive the greater part of the 
day. Therefore, jt js sane to conclude that the venous sup-
ply and pre ssure are usually sufficient even at a high alti-
tude to give the heart-stroke maximal efficiency. 
The increa sed rate of the hea rt beat which permits 
an increase outflow from the large veins is evidently the 
cause of the fall in the venous blood pressure at high alti~ 
tudes. A supplementary factor may ba the decre~se in in-
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trathoracic pressure. The ·fall in the venous blood pressure 
is not due to a diminution of ventricular output because re-
coil boards records showed the height of the curves to be 
about the same at both altitudes. Neither is it due to a 
stagnation of the blood in the splanchnic reservoir for 
pressing the blood from this area forced it into the systemic 
or external circulation. To accomplish this a weight was 
placed on the abdomen of men in a reclining position and in 
each subject, the increase in pressure was no greater than 
that obtained at lower levels. Arterial pressures were not 
increas ed or altered i n any way by reduced barometric pressure. 
Therefore, arterial pressure has nothing to do with the change 
of the venous pressure. 
A study of the mass movement of the blood by the re-
coil-board method and observations on the pulse pressure show 
the volume of ventricular output 'Per stroke to be about the 
same in most cases. ~:here are, however, some cases of a re-
duction in experimental results. 
Because of the increased pulse rate and the fall in 
venous pressure and the unaltered arterial pressure, conditions 
of the vascular system seem to favor an increase rate of blood 
flovT at high altitude:::. Indications seem to IJOint to · the con-
elusion that there is probably an adaptive res ponse in the 
mechanism regulatine the peripheral resistance; i. e. a read-
justment must occur i n the arterioles to permit a more abundant 
flow of blood throueh the capillaries. 
SECTION II 
PART IV 
I have tried so far in Section II to explain how 
and to what extent the circulati on rate is altered by resi -
dence at very high altitudes. The way to settle this dis-
C11ssion is by a direc t determination of the volume of the 
systolic discharge ptT,~- minute j_nto the aorta. But this is> 
as yet~ impossiole in man. 
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An outstanding factor of importance in this subject 
is the rate of blood flow and the influence of oxyeen on the 
pulse rate and blood flow. The oxygen-want at high altitudes 
stimulates the blood-flowing centers to increase t he p~cent­
a ge and the total amo·unt of haemoglobin jn the blood, the 
lungs to actively secrete oxygen and the re.spiratory mecha-
nism to a greater ventil f-J. tion of the lungs , all so that the 
tissues may be more adequately supplied with oxygen. There-
fore, it seems probable that the rate of blood flow must be 
increased for the same purpose. A more rapid rate of blood 
flow raises to a limited extent the oxygen pressure passing 
through the tissues and therebJr ensures better lxidati;ve · 
processes within the tissues. Hence it is important to de-
termine the relative :rate of the blood flow through any organ 
or tissue at both a low and high altitude. The determinations 
of the amount of blood flow ha been made in the hands in 
most cases of experimentation. Determinations were recorded 
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by the Stewart :Method. Two hand calarimeters are constructed 
and equipped according to his specifications. This method 
determines the amount of heat given up in a given time by the 
resting hand. These results furnish data to calculate how 
much blood has passed through the hand to produce that amount 
of heat. Results are doubtless somewhat less than correct 
but very nearly accurate. Great care must be taken against 
muscular exercise si:'lce it increases the blood flow. The hand 
is bathed in water to get it at the same temperature ~ the 
cald±meter. Then the subject's hands are placed in the 
A 
calorimeter for from 10 to 30 minutes. Constant stirring 
of the water is important and the temperature is read every 
two minutes. 
In the records ot various investigators at high 
altitudes, it was found that the augmentation in blood flow 
was greater ~han in other oxygen - want adapt i ve changes. In 
all experiments, in t;he calculation of the data for the blood 
flow, there was no correction f or the specific heat of the 
blood constant or for the increase 'in red corpuscles. However, 
it would change the f'i gures recorded for blood_ flow but 
slightly. The facts of blood pressures and changes in pulse 
rates do not wholly e.ccount for the augmentation in the 
blood f'low which occu rs at high altitudes. Unaccountable 
v-as o-motor changes occur. Subjects _are more s ens i ti ve to 
heat and feel comfortable at a lower temperature at hj_gh 
altitudes. 
The rate of blood flow from arteries to veins 
does not depend on t he · arterial pressure alone but also upon 
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the calibre of the vessels between artery and vein, and upon 
the venous pressure. 
In tbe experimentation on Pike's Peak by Schneider, 
Havens, and Sisco, the rate of blood flow in the hands of 
various subjects varied from 30 to 76% increase. This in-
crease in rate was as soc ia ted, according to these investigators 
with an augmented rate of the heart beat and a fall in the 
venous pressure and also,. in part, with a dilation of the 
arterioles. 
Agreeing, as I have, thus far in this study that it is 
the oxygen - want at low barometric pressures which causes the 
accelerated heart action, it is sane to expect that the 
inhalation of oxyg en would benefit the body by retarding the 
heart-rate and diminishing th e blood flow. 
It h..as been sh:>wn b;y- experimentation in the laboratory and by 
actual observations at high altitudes that the breathing of 
oxygen- rich mixtures results in a slowing of the pulse rate. 
It has been suggested that the effect of the oxygen was 
exerted through t he oxida tion of certain easily ox idizable 
metabolites normally present in considerable amounts in the 
blood at high altitudes. It is a fact that a deficient 
oxygen supply is aceompanied by an accumulation of these 
readily oxidizable rnetaboli tes and they may accelerate the 
heart rate. The oxygen in these experiments was always 
given at a uniform rate according to the subject's need. The 
..-.-.. . 
pulse was counted every minute. · ~-m the data g iven in the 
records of experimentions in Europe, on Pike ' s Peak i n Colorado, 
97 
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and also laboratory dataf compiled while I was at the u. s. 
Government Research Laboratory at Mineola, 1. I., N. Y. , all 
showed that the average retardation of the heart-rate due to 
breathing pure oxygen, was 5.4 per cent at six thousand feet and 
nearly 14 per cent at fourteen thousand feet elevation. The 
evident conclusio-n is that the quickened action of the heart in 
rarefied air is a means of compen-sating for the lack of oxygen • . 
It is also shown from these data that the arterial pressure is 
practically unaltered at various elevations during oxygen 
inhalation. However, the pulse was fainter and softer. 
Experiments on the influence of oxygen on the blood flow 
indicate that a diminution in the rate of blood flow occurs 
during the· period of oxygen inhalation. I will cite one example 
to sh:nv how this was clone. 
The normal rate was first determined for some ten minutes. 
Subject: Eager 
Mouth Temperature 36.f>6°. Rectal temperature 36.94° 
Volume~ of the hand - 3 96 c.c. Hand put in calorimeter con-
taining 3015 c.c. of H2o at 10.46 A.M. Following the suggestion 
in Stewart's work for computation, it was found that during the 
first air-breathing period of ten minutes there was a flow of 
33.2 grn. per minute for the ~. hand and 9 grn. per 100 c.c. 
of hand per minute. In the oxygen - breathing period, there were 
27.5 gm. for the hand and 7 gm. for 100 c.c. of hand volume. 
During the after period these were ·36.1 and 9.1 grn. each. 
Because oxygen inhalation is beneficial and results in 
the retardation of the heart and a diminution in the rate of 
blood flow, I conclude that oxygen- want induces the adaptive 
changes which occur in the human circulatory system at high altitudes. 
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SECTION II 
PART V 
This part of Section II deals chiefly with the changes 
in the content of haemoglobin and red corpuscles in the blood of 
man at high altitudes. Residence at high altitudes does increase L 
the number of red corpuscles and the content of ha efmoglobin in 
the blood of the peripheral capillaries. The question,which is 
the subject of invest:igationsJ is whether the change is due mere-
ly to a loss of fluid from the blood without any altera tion in 
the total number of corpuscles or in the tota l amount of haemo-
globin in the body; or, wheth er there is an ac t ual formation of 
new corpus cles and haemoglobin. 
Different conclusions have been reached by European 
and American investigators. ~untz found that stained sections 
of bone marrow taken from dogs at sea-laval and from dogs kept 
at high altitudes showed a decrease in fat-cells (for the l a tter) 
and an increase in the blood forming elements. He and co-
workers concluded that this showed an increased activity of the 
corpuscle producing centers at high altitudes. Whereas, 
Abderhalden studied rabbits and rats at an altitude of 6,000 
feet and he suggests t hat the amount of haemoglobin in the body 
is not altered. However, t he amount per kilo body weight and 
percentage value of haemoglobin and red corpuscles rose because 
the weight of the animals at high altitudes is less. His results 
indicate a concent ration of the blood and not an overproduction 
of haemoglobin. 
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Douglas, Haldane, Henderson and Schneider, by the 
carbon monoxide method of Haldane and Smith determined the 
total amount of haemoglobin and the blood volume of men at 
14,000 feet elevation. They . ·found a blood coneentration for 
a few days and then a large increase in total amounts of 
haemoglobin and a return t o normal blood volume, -- or pos-
sibly a slight increase. 
Blood forming centers were shown to b e more active 
at high altitudes since a dog deprived of haemoglobin by 
hemorrhage of one half their blood supply, regenerated it in 
16 days; whereas, 27 days were required at low altitudes. 
This work was done chie~ly by Laqner and it agrees with 
Zuntz's indications. 
Again, it was shown by Schneider at an altitude of 
6,000 feet, that an over-production of ha emoglobin takes 
place. He observed th e blood changes in a subject trans-
ferring after a \ residence at 6 mos at 14,000 feet -- to 
6,000 feet. The oxygen capacity of his blood decreased 11.9% 
in 10 weeks, in which time t he subject destroyed 98 gms of 
surplus haemoglobin. 
Conheim and Weber examined t he blood of twenty-three 
men working on the railroad on the JungfrdJi Peak in the Alps. 
They decided that there must be an increase in corpuscles and 
haemoglobin by a new formation. During t he first two to four 
days at high altitudes, there is a rise in the number of 
erythrocytes and the pBrcentage rise in haemoglobin is rapid. 
For the subsequent three weeks, a gradual increa se is noted. 
However, the increa sed percentage of haemoglobin at high alti-
tud es, during the first few days, is due, in part, to . the con-
!tJ-6 
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centration of the blood. The early increas e in corpuscles 
may be due to a changed vasomotor condition of the peripheral 
vessels as well as due to the loss of water content of the 
blood. For example, count the number of red corpuscles in the 
blood taken from tte ear of a rabbit at 6,000 el ~vation and 
the coun t will be E;hort 6 ,087,000. Now, immerlia t ely transport 
the animal to 14,000 feet and th e count will be 6,635,000; -
an increase of 9 per cent. 
In this and following experiments, the Haldane-
Grower haemoglobinometer was used for all haemoglobin determi-
nations and the red corpuscles were count ed with the Thoma-
Ziess haemocytometer. 
At ex treme altitudes, the abdominal massage, or 
pressure and a massaging action, obtained by fitting a 25 
pd. l8ad pla te between the ribs and pelvis will always increase 
the amount of haemoglobin and the number of red c.orpuscles in 
the peripheral capillaries. The normal content of haemoglobin 
and the number ot· eryt1uocytes is first determinecl. from blood 
H take& from the finger. The subject then rsclihe- on a bed a nd 
the abdomen is vig()rously kneaded for five minutes . Then the 
weight is pl aced in such a mannar that th8 r espirat ory move-
ments cont inuet the massage . The concentration of the blood is 
caused by the driving onward,_ into the general circulation, o) 
-p 
many erythrocytes which lie dormant in the ~lanchnic area . 
~his massage on men wno had resided for some time at high alti-
tudes failed to cause the usual increase. Data taken from 
Atwater and ~regg with whom l was associat ed at ~ineola while 
in the u. S. Army Research Laborato r y, indicates that the 
splanchnic area does not contain in men, aiter t he preliminary 
!d/ 
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p eriod of a daptation, the large r eserve of corpuscles which 
it holds inactive at lo·w al-t itudes. JJouotle ss , "t hg diluting 
effect of the massage is caused by f orcing the lymph :t"r om t he 
ab dominal viscera into the blood. 
Blood change s pro d..uced oy physical exertion at high 
a..'T'e... . 
altitudes ~ cl early demonsli ra ted by experir.:1 ent-s carried on 
a t the s u.m~i t of Pike's Peak by several inves tigaliors. 'l'he 
s u bjects were oblig ed to run one half mile on the la v e~; ~hen 
secondly, a · 175 yd. dash up the "cog" road t r ack in 35 to 40 
seconds. The · following table shows t h e blood changes which 
occurred during ex e:rciee at high altitudes. 
I ~ 
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NORMAL AFTER THE RUN 
Person Haemoglobin Erythrocytes Haemoglobir Erythrocytes 
Ran from C • 5 to 0.75 mile 
ATWATER j_ 6f.2lf,l4 118 6,392,000 120 6,432,000 
"DaJ e_-r 6/23/14 133 6,984,000 133 6,912,000 
GREGG above 115 6,100,000 119 6,616,000 
dates 122 6,640,000 124 6,792,000 
HAVENS 6/2/13 126 6,900,000 126 6,900,000 
6/27/14 129 7,048,000 130 7,104,000 
SISCO above 120 6,900,000 120 6,800,000 
dates 128 6,736,000 129 6,712,000 
. 
t 175 ycls UJ the "Cog11 track 
EAGER 10/26/13 115 6,472,000 114 6,238,000 
ROBISON 10/27/13 150 8,256,000 152 8,376,000 
The deman d of t he tissues for oxygen at high altitudes 
even during rest is strongly felt. This oxygen want is probably 
-pavssd 
the s timulus which caus<~s all available corpuscles to be s:s:~"N. 
~ into the general circulation in order to supply this need. 
Hence, during muscular work there are no corpuscles r emainjn g in 
reserve and therefore, no increase with exercise occurs. 
On adapt ion to h:igh al tjtudes, certa in chara cteristic changes 
in blood appear. • 
At first, a rapiti increase in the number of red corpuscles -
a nd in the percentage o:f haemoglobin is noted in the blood 
of the peripheral vessels. After the s e first few days, a period 
of about three weeks en:3ues, during which a gradual increase is 
ob s erved . The primary :rapid increas e is due, in part, to the 
hurling into the systemic circulation of a multitude of red 
corpuscles which, at lmiV altitude, are inactive; and in part, to 
the loss of fluid from the blood resulttng tn concentration. 
The seconda ry, more gradua l increase is due the increased 
activity of the bloo d-·forming centers resulting in an in-
cr ease in the total number of c orpuscles and amount of 
haemoglobin. 
I tJ3 
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At low altitudes, physical exertion concentrates the 
blood. However, · during a residence of four days to two weeks 
at high altitudes, this reaction ~ccurs only in the period be-
fore the corpuscles and ha emoglobin hav~ increased. In a 
subject who had lived at 14,000 feet elevation for six months, 
a given exercise produced but a very slight concentr att'ti:bn 
abo ve that of lower altitudes• 
Wh'3re a reserve supply of corpuscles is found at 
low altitudes, there is no reserve supply for some t ime during 
existence at high altitudes. Usually within twenty hours .at 
high altitudes a decided increase in red corpuscles and per-
cent age of haemoglobin occurs. The increase is most rapid in 
subjects who have taken regular exercise .before ascending to -
high altitudes. 
SECTION II 
PART VI 
The entire discussion throughout this treatise on the 
response of the human circulatory system to high alt i tudes 
has dealt majnly wi th observations and data compiled f rom 
experimentation on sub;jects who were inactive muscularly. 
I have explained that a marked i ncrease in the rate of 
blood flow was found to accompany .a residence at high altitudes. 
I -also explained that this was associated with an augmented 
heart beat and a fall in venous pressures; and i n part, with 
a dilatation of the arterioles. Kuhn has stated tbat the heart 
responds to the influence of lOYv barome_tric pressure by in-
creasing its output. He reached his conclusion by demonstrating it 
C -by • a lculations made from determinations of the oxygen capacity 
of the blood, the total oxygen consumption and the pulse rate. 
I shall close my treatise of on the response of the 
human circulatory s ystem to high altitudes by a study of the 
immediate and after effects of various forms of exercise upon the 
arterial and venous pressures and on the heart-rate itself. The 
• ~)'e. data presented • chiefly drawn from two expeditions from 
Colorado Springs to the summit of Pike's Peak under the dire ction 
of Major Schneider and his co-workers : and f rom data compiled 
· during European experimentation by Zuntz , Kuhn , Muller , Haldane, 
Mosso, Lowsley, Ravenhall, Strohl, Heger, Meyer, and 
Schmnburg. 
IOF 
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The acceleration of the heart seems to be the most 
noticeable circulatory change resulting from diminished 
barometric pressure. There have been attempts made to 
· understand the incfluence ·of muscular exertion and of mount-
ain sickness on the heart, by studying the :rmls€ rate. In 
hea 1 thy indi vi c1uals, several days are required for the 
pulse t o reach its maximum morning rate. However, in 
mountain sick subjects, the pulse is greatly augmented 
within twenty-four hours and then retards for severa l days . 
A passive ascent by train to high altitudes results in 
about a seven per cent i nc rease in pulse rate by the next 
morning . But, climbing to the heights results in acceler-
ating the pulse rate 26% within twenty .... four hours. Dwig 
and Kolme r sta te that the climbing of Monte Rosa accelerated 
the heart rate about 31.1 per cent average. Men who climb 
to a height of 14,000 feet react similiarly to mountain s\.~K._ 
individuals . The amount of acceleration in the heart rate 
of men who climbed Pike's Peak in one expedition varied 
from 26 to 66 per cent. 
JcJ6 
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For example:--
SUBJECT NORMAL PULSE AND INCREASE :rER CENT 
INCREASE 
Atwater 47 tb 78 66a,& 
I 
Eager 66 to 90 36.4% 
Gregg 57 to 73 28.1% 
Havens 54 to 68 26% 
~imro 44 to 72 63.6% 
The heart beat is influenced by posture at low alti-
tudes. Changes of posture from relining to sitting to stand-
ing varies the beat from an average of 66 to 71 to 81. 
American investigators have compiled data which indicate that 
varying the posture give approximately the same increase as 
at lower levels. However. the heart maintains a higher daily 
tempo and varies around a new level . But European experiment-
ation by Zuntz and by Fuchs on Monte Rosa, in regard to the 
influence of posture on pulse frequency, indicates that the 
variations due to postural changes are greater at high alti-
' tudes . Schneidersdata compiled on Pike's Peak a t an elevation 
of 14,000 'feet do.- not show the range of variation for the 
day to be greater among the subjects who cl i mbed t he mountain 
and were thus fatigued; than for men who ascended quietly by 
train. 
In general, ascent to high altitudes does not cause 
the heart to be more irritable to postural changes of the 
body than ·~ lv is at low altitudes. However , the heart does 
work at an increased tempo in all postures at high altitudes. 
some persons show only a few beats of acceleration over . low 
9'7 
altitudes while some show an increase of ten or more beats 
per minute. According to data obtained by the English-
American Expedition to Pike's Peak, an occasional subject 
may have a lessoned rate as was indicated by t he case of 
Haldane. 
At high altitudes the pulse rate i s increased more 
rapidly during the performance of a gi v·en amount of work 
than at lower altitudes. For instance, JI!Iosso reports that 
a soldier raised a 5 K. dumb bell 121 times in Turin and 
his pulse rate rose from 62 to 68 while the raising of the 
dumb bell on ~Honte Rosa 119 times increased pulse from 
94 to 120. · Training and ada ptation influences the deg_ ee 
of acoeleration. The after effects of exercise are more 
prolonged in the mountain sick than in the un f f ected. At 
least over 6,000 feet elevation must be reached before the 
act.e.lt>-" a_tedv. . pulse is a ppr e cieb l y ~~a-:.~ . 
In order to demonstrate the after effec ts of 
muscular work on the pulse rate, several simple experiments 
have been carried on. These involve walking and bi~ycling . 
Any definite influence of hi gh altitudes on the heart re-
action after moderate exercise such · as walkin~ at the rate 
/{)7 
of 3 miles per hour for fifteen minutes, was onl y observable 
durine t h e f irst few days of residence. At low altitudes, 
such exercise accelerates the heart in the average individual· 
only 16% and t h e heart returns to normal by a uniform fall 
in 2 to 5 minutes. At an altitude of 14,000 feet, this 
amount of exercise increa ses the heart rate about 4o;; to 
50% on the average; thi s is followed by a rapid primary fall 
and then a secondary slower fall which too k it down to about 
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90 in 6 minutes. Here it remains for 20 to 25 minutes. After 
4 or 5 days residence, this exercise increases the heart only 
30 to 35% and a return to normal is observed in only 7 or 8 
minutes. After two weeks, the acceleration of the heart due 
to this exercise is only 9 or 10 per cent. 
Similiar exercise at four miles per hour will ac-
celerate the heart to a greater degree. For example:~~ 
· Individual I. 
(83 to 144) 
First day---Heart acceleration 73.5%; Slowed quickly to 114; 
more slowly to 90; where it remained 5 minutes; 
then to 84 for 2 minutes; then returned and re-
mained at 87. 
Th ird day---Acceleration of 75% (72 to 126); Fell to 78 in 
25 min; 
Fourth and fifth days---similar results. 
This individual did not show marke d improvement by 5 days 
residence. 
Individual II. 
First day---Acceleration 60% and the heart did not return 
'i:-.... 
to previous exertion rate but remained at 93; 
Third day---Pulse 86 at start; ·then accelerated 53%; re-
tarded to 96 for three minutes; went to 102 for 
4 min; then fell gradually for 1 hr. 
Fifth day---Acceleration 54%; returned to normal in 24 min. 
Fourteenth day;--Acceleration 40%; return to normal in 
17 minutes. 
This individual showed an improvement by residence, but al-
ways had a greater reaction than at lower al ti tuCI.es. 
Individual III.--Climbed to 14,000 feet elevation and then 
performed this exercise. Individuals I and II 
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ascended by train. 
Incli vidual III. 
Second day-~Acceleration 53% (102 to 156); did not return 
to normal in eighteen minutes; came and re-
mained at 108 for several hours; 
Third, fourth and fifth days; ... -some improvement. 
Individual III did not react as at lowe r levels. His 
heart wa s evidently irritated by his climb. 
Then, short rapid runs of 175 yards up the ''Cog" 
road track on Pike's Peak were tried. Thirty to forty -five 
seconds gave a maximum effort. Only half the distance was 
on the level; the remainder was up a 25% incline. ori the 
first day runners did it in 40 to 45 Sec. After several 
d~ys, runners did it in 30 to 35 Sec. Pulse of runner re-
mained at a rate of 10 to 20 beats above normal for several 
hours. 
Then, subjects drove a stationar y bicycle f or 
fifteen to twenty minutes at the same rate. The pulse rate 
. I 
S• c r- \~ h ~ 
was taken -~~€ry ten sec onds to determine the changes in rate 
during the period of work. At first, a rapid pri mary rise 
in the pulse occurred which lasted for one to four minutes; 
then a gradual secondary rise occurred which continued 
throu ghout the experiment. 
It is evident that physical exertion at high levels 
accelerates t he h ea rt rate more than similiar exertion at 
low levels. Moreover, it is noted that the altitude in-
fluence is disproportionately increased as the amount of 
wor k increases. Moderate exercise pr oduces greater effects 
during the fir st few days of residence than duri ng the sub-
100 
sequent periods . More vigorous exercise persisted in its 
effect of considerable heart rate acceleration even after 
twa weeks residence. The period required for the heart rate 
to become normal after exercise was reduced with acclimati-
zation. 
Short runs are very exhausting at reg ions of low 
barometric pressure. The acceleration of the heart rate 
i ~ e:·r e .. :a.se.s t"" 0 
usually ll d ut 120 beats per minute and several hours are re-
qui red for a return to normal. 
At high altitudes, riding a stationary bicycle 
induced a maximum increased of heart rate acceleration during 
the primary rise. At low altitudes, the maximum \~ S reached 
in the secondary rise. 
1/ 
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SECTION II 
PART VII 
In the study of arterial pressure changes after in-
crease, the control records are always t aken after the subject 
has sat quietly f or at leas t five minutes. 
Most1 the subjects showed a rise in systolic pressure of 
from 4 to 6 m. m. Hg. during the latter part of the afternoon 
of days during which the amount of exertion was greatest. 
At the close of a period of exertion, a high arterial pressure 
is no ted but it decreases at once. Bowen states that the 
arterial pressure fall is l ess rapid than the primary f all of 
the pulse rate which i~ accompanies. Lowsley in his studies of 
pressures after work stat es that the systolic, diast olic and 
pulse pressures fall to subnormal after work and remain so fo r 
some time . 
The systoli~ pres sure is found to fall more rapidly than the 
dias tolic pressure. 
I will state the case of an individual at 14,000 
feet and the after effects of walking at 3 miles per hour for 
fifteen minutes. This amount of exercise at 6000 ft. produced 
a fall of 1 to 3% in the s ystolic pressure. The diastolic 
pressure remained unchanged. The return to normal occurred in 
3 to 7 minutes. This individual made this wa lk at 14 ,000 
feet on each of four success ive days. A marked rise of arterial 
a.T .finsT a.KJ. StAcce.s;,ve_ 
pressure occurr~ d ~~with each~day, it progressively decreased. 
..... 02 II :<. 
First Day: Systolic Pressure rose 26 per cent;remained up 30 minutes 
Second Day: " " " 14 It II returned normal in 10 " 
without going thr~ 
subnormal period . 
Third Day: 11 " II 10.9 " II return r-:-1guired 18 minutes 
Fourth Day: " " n 6.4 " " quickly went to subnormal 
First Day: Diastolic " II 4.6 " II Re t urned to normal 3 
Second n " " " 1.1 " II II " " 2 
Third & Fourth Days, No " increase. 
At 6000 feet, this individual exhibited a lowered pulse pre s sure 
following these walks. 
• i..N~:reas~ At 14,000 feet, ~ t ~~~'S, fr om 8 to 24 m. m. \--\ ~. 
This individual showed improvement at high altitudes as 
acclimatization came on but the reaction was always above that 
produced by the same exer~dse at 6,000 feet elevation. 
More vigorous exercise such as walking for fifteen minutes 
at the rate of four miles per hour produced a sorn.ewhat diff erent 
min. 
ll 
effect. This walk by this same individual at 6:ooo feet raised his 
systolic pressure, 3.5 to 7 per cent; and the diastolic, 0 
to 2.3 per cent. After the work, the fall in pressure carried 
the systolic to a submormal reading for 3 to 10 minutes . It 
then returned to normal. 
First Day: (At 14,000 ft.) 
Systolic pressure rose 41 . 5 per cent.Diastolic 8 per cent. 
Second Day: " " II 
Third Day: " " " 
Fourth Day: " II " 
25.7 
15.8 
19.3 
" 
" 
11 
" 
" 
" 
" 
4.6 fT 
" 4. 5 " 
" 
4,5 II 
The first day, both the systolic and diastolic pres s ure returned 
to normal in fifteen minutes, but did not become subnormal. 
" 
" 
" 
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On the second day, the diastolic returned to normal in four 
minutes and the systolic remained above normal for over twenty-
fi ve minutes, after work. 
On the third day, the systolic pres sure returned to normal 
in ten minutes; while on the fourth day, it was subnormal fifteen 
minutes later and was not normal even in 'twenty five minutes. 
It will be noted that the reaction was greatest on the first 
day and that with greater exertion, the altitude influence is 
more pronounced. 
At 6000 ft. the pulse pressure increased, in this par t icular 
individual, from 2 to 8 m. m. Hg. 
At 14,000 fe et, this 4 miles per hour rate of exercise raised it 
37,23, 14,19 m. m. Hg. respectively on the four days. 
In order to determine whether or not fatigue due to 
climbing to a height of 14000 feet would accentuate the altitude 
arterial pressure, subjects who had climbed up were asked to make 
the walk at 4 miles per hour for fifteen minutes. It was found 
that the experiments indicated that these subjects reacted well 
to the altitude influence. A similar improvement was no t ed in the 
reduced amount of acceleration in the heart rate. Evidently, 
the fatigue of climbing did not appreciably alter the high 
altitude arterial pressure reaction. 
Experimentation has shown that short rapid runs(of say, 
100 to 175 yards) at regions at low barometric pnes sure, greatly 
increase• the systolic pressure. On the average, it increases about 
65-70 m.m. Hg. No marked improvement is noted even by 
acclimatization to the altitude. 
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The changes in the arterial pressure during exertion have 
been studied at various altitudes b~ means of the stationary 
bicycle. It was noted in these experiments that the rjse in 
pressure reached its maxim~m in from five to twenty-five 
minutes. This rise took 4 to 6 minutes and followed the 
primary rise in pulse which only required one to three minutes. 
. . 
The diasto il<i c pres sure rose and followed the fP:yStol-ic curve aQ<l 
occurred l a ter. 
The systolic pres sure in most cases rose more rapidly at higher 
altitudes than at low levels. 
For example, a typical case indicates a rise im systolic pres sure 
in three minutes at an altitude of 6000 ft. of 14 ,16 and 20 m.m.; 
at an altitude of 14000 feet, of 22, 24 and 24 m.m. respectively 
in the same time. 
Leg raising exercises have been tried at low and high 
altitudes and these experiments also indicate that the systolic 
and djastolic pressure rise more rapidly at high levels. 
These exp eriments of arterial pressure changes also 
indicate~ that the rate of rise is not so rapid as t hat of the pulse 
rate. The pressure rise lags behind the pulse rise. The total 
amount of rise is greater at high altitudes than at low levels. 
Low barometric pressure influences) during and following exertion, 
reveal themselves in a marked rise of arterial press ure and in a 
prolonged delay in return to normal. The greater the exertion, 
the gr~ster are the altitude effects upon the rise in pressure 
and the delay in return to normal. All three arterial pres sures 
.are ai'fected by a greater rise in the performance of a given 
amount of work at high than at low l evels, 
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SECTION II 
P.ATIT VIII 
·' 
-~-......... -
Having discussed t''ne - effects of physi9al exertion 
on the pulse rate anu on the arterial pressure, I will state 
the effects oi work on the venous pressure. 
, 
It has been found that in most cases the venous pres-
sure, a · regtons of low barometric pressure is 25 to 87 per 
cent lower than at sea level. This calculation is made from 
data taken at sea level and at 14,000 feet. Physical work 
produces a greater rise in the venous pressure at high than 
at low altitudes. However, the maximum is always below that 
at low level since the normal venous pressure is lower at 
great heights. These statements are taken from data compiled 
by experiments on the stationary bicycle. 
In respect to the after-effects of exertion on the 
venous blood pressure, it has been shown that at sea level, 
be.t.oMe...S 
the pressure nearly always ~'&'S.~ "t:~ subnormal for from 8 to 
twelve minutes after work cease$. However, at high altitudes 
no subnormal period was usually noted. Moreover , no ap-
preciable difference in time is o servable in the return to 
normal at the two altitudes. 
The venous pressure in young men at sea level seldom 
increases more then 5 to 6 em. of water rise. The 4 mile pe,r 
hour rate of walking was tried at an altitude of 14,000 feet. 
Grege, a young medical s~udent from Colorado with whom I was 
associated while at the Research Laboratory at Long Island, 
'[ 
·. 
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climbed Pike's Prak. Fis reaction to this walking ex-
ll~ 
periment is of interest. Gregg's venous pressure rose 4.4, _ 
5 
.,.,.h,J,. we.:re.. ~el'{ oN fau:r r!i.fr~r~t" occa;,,o~ 
.. 9.2, 10.2, and :L2. Clll• dua to these walks" All of these ex-
a.ept the first are highef than hi.9 venous pressure rises 
produced by similiar exercise at sea level. 
--
--
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SECTION II 
PART IX 
The exertion of mountain climl)ing is shovm to be 
ex tremely exhausting and to put a serious strain on the 
heart. One of Major Schneider's subjects climbed Pike's 
Peak, Colorado. Nine minutes after his arrival at the peak, 
he suddenly fainted although he showed no symptoms of pre-
vious distress with the exception of a slight uncomfortable 
feeling. He recovered two minutes later and his heart rate 
was found to be 102. For at least four and one half hours, 
his dias tolic pressure remained subnormal which indicates 
a strain on the heart. 
Mo sso reports that one of his soldd.ers who climbed 
Monte Rosa, fain ted after lifting 2 five-kilogram dumb ·bells 
117 
150 times. Mosso studied respirat ory and pulse chang es. He 
reports that the respiratory and cardiac functions were con\~ 
temporaneously modified. It was six minutes after the solid?er 
has. ceased work before he showed any weakness in the function-
ing of his breathing apparatus or heart. 
Previous to my summation of the circulatory re-
sponses of the body when subjected to various experimental 
conditions at high altitudes, I will say that the normal con-
ditions in circulation for men at high altitudes are an in-
creased r ate of the heart bea t , an unchanged or slightly 
lowered a r terial pressure and a lowered venous pressure . 
t.. 
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Although physical exertion at low altitudes affects all 
tlrree in that the pulse rate is accelerated and the arterial 
and venous pressure are raised, yet these chane es in each 
case are much greater at high altitudes. Graphic ClEVes re-
presenting the he art rate accelera t ion and the increase in 
pres sures, rise more rapidly than curves exr_Hessing the ad .,. 
dition or increase in the vigor of exertion. Hence, the 
stimulating influence of lowered barometric pressure is 
greater the more vigorous the exertion. These facts indicate 
trmt the heart and arter ies und e r go a gr sater strain during 
exertion at hi gh altitudes than during the ~reformance of 
simi liar work by the body at lovr altitudes. This is not so 
true of the veins since the venous pressure seldom rises 
above that of low altitude. 
The irritability of the circulatory mechanism whi ch 
is grea t _during t he first day or two at great heights, de-
creases especially jn regard to moderate exertion--as t he 
chan ges of acclimatization ensue. It seems probable f rom 
my researches tha t men who have become acclimated c an do 
work requ iring moderate exertion without distress. But the 
performance of vigorous phys ical work at high altitudes wi ll 
always give a more pronounced reaction than wo uld occur at 
regions of high baror.1etric pressure; even when done by ac-
climatized individua ls. 
The heart is placed under a heavy strain by ex ist -
ence at high altitudes and phys i ca l exertion during t he first 
few r1ays of r es idenc:e should he reduced to a min inurn . This 
is shown by the facts that the heart is gr eatl y accelerated 
by exe rcise at high altitudes and by the hi gh r r essur e$whi ch 
occur and by the prolong11d subnormal period of systolic 
I 
, 
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pressure. 
That great demands are made on the heart by exer-
cise is shovm from the reports of :Major Schneider ancl 
Ravenhill. Schneider claims to have seen two men faint be-
cause they ran a short distance from the train at the s ummit 
of Pike's Peak to the restaurant in order to avoid rain. 
Ravenhill reports two deaths due to the cardiac t ype of 
mountain sic"k:ness in men who were greatly exerted and fatigued 
by ascending a mountain in the Andes range to tJ[!t height of 
15,400 feet. 
It has been demonstrated that m1scular exertion tends 
to incre8s e the WAight of t he heart and residence at re gions 
of low barometric pressure accentuat E$ t his tendency . Strohl 
showed that the heart of the Alpine snowbird (Lagop~s mutus) 
which lives at 7,000 feet to 10,000 feet elevation was 
heavier than the r ... eart of th~ moor snowbird ( Lagopus lagopus) 
which lives at 2,000 feet or below. The average wei ght per 
1,000 grai!ls of body wei e;ht was 16.30 ,for the 1\\.[~~ ~-~'bird 
whil e the moor bird ·was only 11 a&~-=- ~.e.n-t. The hypertrophy 
of the right ventricle was ereater than that of the left. 
The hearts of rabbits and Q.:tinea pies have been 
studied at low and hi gh altitudes with t he result t hat those 
at high altitudes exhibited an increase in the size of the 
heart . Zuntz and ScJ:lp.ml)urg f ound that marching caused the 
.. 
ri eht ventricle to dilate on 62 occasions whi.le the left wa s 
involved only 31 times. No reason has yet been g iven why 
the right ventricle should hypertrophy more than the l eft. 
At high altitudes, not only is the oxygen tension 
below normal but the alveola r carbon diox ide is at a 
diminished pressure. C onse quently, as previous discussion 
I I 
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in this paper explains, the stimulus to the respiratory 
centre is absent or very weak although an increased sn:p}Jly 
of air is neces sary. Hence people at high altitudes 
auffer~--for a few days--from a want of oxygen which is 
indicated by a constant blueness of the lips and face, loss 
of appetite, nausea, vomiting, intestinal disturbance, heade 
ache, sometimes fainting, per'odic breathing, and great 
distress on exertion. Mental eff ort is very difficult. 
Zuntz, Loewy, r:lulle r, anc1 Cas pari have shown that Mosso r s 
view that acapnia (the d iminution of co2 ) is directly 
responsi r) le, is incorrect. The symptoms are due to an 
oxygen want. As stated, these psychical disturbances which 
occur often resemble those of alcoholic intoxication. For 
example, the unreasonable behavior by visitors on Pike's 
Peak required the p resence of a sheriff. 
Residence at high altitudes brings ~bout adaptive 
~hanges in the human circulatory system. In acclimatization, 
the acidity of the blood due to non-volatile acids is in-
creased. Therefore, the respiratory centre is excited 
proiJerly, although the carbon dioxide tension is low. The 
haemo globin-content of the blood is increased and there is 
an increase in the activity of the ~ bone marrow, by 
which the number of the red blood corpuscles is raised under 
lowered oxygen tension. Hence, it is clear that the main-
tenance of health is possible at high a ltitudes if care is 
taken during the period of acclimatization. 
However, it is obvious that grave danger is present 
during sudden elevation or d.esce'nsion as in aviation and 
balloon ascents during which no time is given for adaptive 
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circulatory changes to occur and the danger from lack of 
oxygen is great. The sensations of sudden elevation and 
the reason for the great danger of the state of oxygen 
deficiency are well stated by Tissandier. He says "At 
about 7,500 metres (300m m. barometric pressure) the con-
di tion of torpor whjch comes over one is extraordinary. 
There is no suffering--one rises and is glad to be rising • 
• This state of exhilaration continues to the last moment, 
and irnmediately precedes loss of consciousness, sudden, 
unexpected, and irresistible." 
eJ,'> The sudderi,1 of unconsciousness is shovm l)y his 
fa:r:!lous balloon ascension. Although all were provided 
with oxygen .to inhale, they were paralysed before they were 
aware of the fact and they were, therefore, unable to gras p 
the tubes. W'hen Tissandier recovered consciousness. both 
of his co-workers were dead. 
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section II 
rart X SU11l.t:lary. 
Prior to this summary of the response of the human 
circulatory system to high altitudes, I vtill summarize the 
general facts and variations of normal respiration and circu-
. 
lation as noted at sea level in order that the direct compar-
ison may be easily made. 
The normal oxygen capacity of human blood is 18.5 c.c. 
per hundred cubic centimeters of blood and the specific gravity 
of blood is 1.055. It is found that 1. 34 c.c. of oxygen is the 
max i mum amount that can unite with one gram of haemoglobin. 
one c.c. of a rterial blood conta ins 0 . 2 c.c of oxygen whil e 
1 c.c. of venous blood contains only 0.1 c.c. of oxygen. The 
oxygen tensi on in arterial blood is equivalent to 86 m.m. Hg. 
or about 11.3'% of that of oxygen at atmospheric pressure, while 
the oxygen tension irfenous blood is onl~T 40 m .m. of mercury. 
The par tial ~ressure of oxygen in alveola r air repre sents 
105 m.m . Hg . r t is significant that at sea level the heart 
beats more rapidly during the rise of blood pressure than 
during the fall and that the he a rt beat quickens durinG in-
spiration because of a diminution in the stimulation of the 
cardio-inhibitory centre and of the vaso-motor centre. It is 
essential to remember during the following su:mr1arization that 
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the norma l systolic pressure is about 120 m.m Hg . vrhile the 
diastolic pressure is only 90 m.m . Hg . at sea l evel. 
At extremely high al ti tucles the alveolar oxygen pre ssure 
i s low and varies with the barometric pressure and with t he 
depth and r ate of r espiration. LOW barometric pressure induces 
deeper breat hing due to the lack of sufficient oxygen and the re 
is an accumulation of lac tic acid which results in the stimu-
l at ion of the respiratory centre and also assists in the dis-
sociation of oxyhaemo globin in the capillarie s which results i n 
placing more oxygen at the disposa l of the tissues. This deep 
breathing tends to raise the alveolar oxygen pressure towards 
the normal atmos :pheric pressure which is the desired condition. 
J.t is found that an individual whose stature is about five feet 
and seven inches is best adapted to the respiratory requi rement s 
of hi gh altitudes. One readily sees from the prevailing rare-
fication of the atmosphere at great heights tl ~at a variation in 
the por1)ortion of the gases of the ai r affects respiratory move-
ments . The va riations in rhythm which is t he characteristic 
Cheynes-stokes type occurring at high altitudes, a re dependent 
on oxygen want and merely indicate a di sturbanc e in the central 
nervous syst em. The increased frequency and depth of respiration 
are determined by the co2 tension in the alveoli, and adaptive 
changes occur so that t he respiration is modified sufficiently 
to obtain oxygen enough to sustai n the requi rements of t he body 
during oxygen starvation. 
Erythrocytes increase in number at high altitudes as 
there is increased activity jn the blood forming organs because 
' 
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whatever reserve supply of erythrocytes existed before transfer 
to high altitudes has been utilized. ~his offers a satisfa ctory 
explanation of the phenomena met with and together with the 
increase in the percentage of haemoglobin per cu. mm., the oxy-
gen carrying capacity of t he blood becomes greater. There is 
even an overproduction of haemoglobin. Moreover, due to the 
diminution of co2 pressure in the alveoli, the increased lung 
ventilation of the indi vidual is accounted for. The blood-
forming centres are stirnula ted .. by oxygen-v1ant tmd the consequent 
increase of the haemoglobin percentage of the blood helps to 
cause an increase in the rate of blood flow, and hence the 
tissues are adequately supplied with oxygen. The increased 
hea r t a ction is great er t han ot her adaptive changes due to 
oxygen-v1ant. The increased. amount of blood in the peripheral 
vessels is not completely explained by the increase in heart 
beat due to oxygen-want, but t he fall in venous presstire and 
the dilation of t he a rterioles enter as causative f actors. 
Moreover, the oxygen- want condition met with in regions of 
l ow barometric pressure is accompanie d by the accumulation of 
rea dily ox idizable metaboli tes and they may a ccelerate t he 
heart action. 
The pulse pressure does not alter much. However, the 
pulse rate increase s at hi gh altitudes and the increased pulse 
rate i s an inportant ec t or i n i ncreasing the amount of blood 
i n t he peripheral circulation as well as t he influence o~ the 
f all in venous pressure and the unaltered arterial pressure. 
-·-
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The increased capillary pressure js probably not 
entirely accounted for by the augmentation of the cardiac rate. 
The peripheral resistance enters as a factor here. ~:he lov: 
barometric lJressure conditions of high altitudes cause a change 
in the tonus of the wallEJ of the peripheral ea:p illaries vrhich 
results in a dilation of these vessels. ~he presence of this 
incree.sed volume of blood in the :peripheral vessels ar1d the 
increa~ed rate of blood flow through the vessels accounts for 
the observation that individuals are more sensitive to heat 
at high than at lovr levels and that they feel cor~fortable at 
lower temperatures at high altjtudes. 
Althouch the pulse rate is acceleratecl twenty- five 
percent in twenty-four hours when an individual is transferred 
to ext remely high altitudes and although there is great aug-
mentation of cardiac action , the heart c1oes not become more 
iri4 i table but mere ly mainte5ns a higher tempo. The variations 
are within the limits of the cardiac variations under c ondit ions 
of low a ltitudes. 
The systolic and diastolic pressures vary with bare-
metric pressure changes. The systolic pressure decreases 
slightly and the diastolic increasee . HOWever , both the sys-
att4 dlasto l.i~l're.s£. 1.4. 1' e.S f a.t. l. i!fTQ.I' 8.N'j r'-ysi~a.l. IIIIo!' \(. l s <loMe. btt"he. i!ll4i v i c\u.:a.\.. . T he.. ~ ')s"tt. L•t 
tclic 1, falls much more rapidly than the diastolic. The greE,ter 
the exertion the greater the stimulatj_ng effect n the rise 
in pressure and the delay in return to normal is proportional 
to the extent of exe rtion. rn all cases there is a greater 
rise f or a given Rmount of exertion at high levels than t here 
is for . siuilar exertion at low ~egions. 
·. 
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!t is evident that thes6· changes in the circulatory 
system vrhich occur with the accl_imization of an individual 
barometric pressure cause" considerable strain on the 
heart. Mhis strain is indicated also by the fact that the 
diastolic pressure remains subnormal for some time. 
T.he increased activity of the heart at high altitudes 
results--in individuals or animals who have lived for e. con-
siderable period at high altitudes--in an increase in the size 
of heart which is beneficial. Mhere is no increase in the size 
of the chest of individuals who r~main at high altitudes al-
though this condi tiOIJ v1as formerly believed to exist. 
